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Chancellor Reed to
visit Humboldt State

SINCE

Students rally
over propose

on Art Quad
trigger cuts

by keriatan Korns

The students who stood up to
speak in front of the homemade
banner depicting a raised fist did
not have a microphone or bullhorn

Head of the CSU

to visit campus

to amplify

for dorm Grand

Opening ceremony
in NEWS p. 3
Photograph courtesy of CSU

Faculty union clashes
with Chancellor’s office

their

voices,

but

they

could easily be heard by the crowd
of more than sixty people gathered
in the Art Quad.
Alexandra McGee, one member
of the group of friends that organized the rally to protest against
the trigger cuts to education funding, spoke first.
“When talking about economics,

numbers

McGee

seem

said,

“but

really

cold,”

they're

having

very real consequences on all of us
at this university.”
The CSU budget could be reduced again by another $100 million by as early as February because

CSU rejects latest fact finding report after
months of bargaining in NEWS p. 4

of ‘trigger’ cuts,’ unless state tax
revenues increase. This means that

Campus sells expired
food to sneer body

timates.

provisions in this year’s
state budget will trigger
cuts to education and
vices if tax revenues fall

California
automatic
social serbelow es-

California
Democratic
Party
Chairman John Burton said, “In
California and across the nation,
people are being asked to do with
less and less as Republicans demand

even greater cuts to critical

services.”

The California State University
system, which includes HSU, already had $650 million (23 percent)
cut from its budget this year.
The state budget which passed
in June included around $14 billion in cuts, amid political struggles
Over tax Cuts,

The state’s Democratic and
Republican parties each issued
press releases criticizing their opponents in the budget battle.
wv

3

Brenda Urueta and Janoah Osborne listen to their peers voice their opinions
and hold up signs to stand up for their education. | Alyssa Alvarez

Morgan

Crinklaw,

communi-

cations director for the Assembly
Republican Caucus, denied his party wanted to cut education and said
Democrats had “traveled around
the state and held rallies using students and teachers as props.”
Lindsay
Curtis, a graduate
student who traveled here from
Sacramento

State

University

dents elsewhere.

“We're

fighting

against

the

privatization of education,” Curtis

said. “Everywhere people are resisting the transformation of universities into profit-driven companies.”
The students spoke with visible emotion about how tuition
increases reduce public access to
education.
HSU student Jeff Borum told
the crowd, “Our tuition has doubled since 2008. If it keeps on go-

ing this way, today’s freshmen will
be paying $10,000 a year.”

for

Peg Blake, vice president of en-

the rally, drew links between the
protests at HSU and those by stu-

rollment management and student
affairs, watched from the Art Quad

as the students spoke and told The

i

Lumberjack

that

she

shared

their

concerns,

“Many people don’t see education as a public good, but that’s
what it is,’ Blake said. “We have
to educate
future generations.
Education is the answer to taking
care of all of our citizens.”
After the initial speakers addressed the crowd, everyone in the
crowd was given the opportunity to
speak their minds and another half
dozen people took turns voicing
their opinions.
Natalie Chagollan, an HSU senior, said “We’re the first generation that’s going to be worse off
than our parents. I have sisters who
are nine and 11-years old. What is
their education going to be like?”

Moldy blackberries sold at College Creek Marketplace.

| Marimar White -Espin

Read more in NEWS p. 6

Oceana Matsubu sets

new school record
Total number of attacks surpassed by
volleyball outside hitter in SPORTS p. 9

=
:
Student Cate Be puts her thoughts onto cardboard and shows it off on the Art

Kristan Korns may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

Quad in support of Rise Up, Mobilize. | Alyssa Alvarez
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The California State University

Declining State Support Forces More
Reliance on Student Fees
(in 2011 Constant Dollars)

Campus hosts first
wildlife symposium
Generations of knowledge meets
scientific gathering in FEATURES p. 11

98-year-old alumna
talks about the past

Tuition and Fees less Financial Aid

@ State Funds

$12,000

| $10,000

|

$6,000

$2,000

|

Valeria Van Zanten shares centennial

with Humboldt in FEATURES p. 12

2010-11

2011-12
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Associated Student President
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Siemans Hall, Rm 3
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Sacramento, CA 95814

Matt Maltbie

State Representatives

CSSA Representative

Charles Reed

916-445-2841
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Chancellor
562-951-4700 or

State Capitol, Suite 1173
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Emily Adams
CSSA Representative

California State University
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Long Beach, CA 90802

Jerry Brown

Governor
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Couniry Representatives
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Mike Thompson

got

tom

Bernadette Cheyne

Sue Pak

Congressman

HSU faculty and CSU Board of Trustees
707-826-5492 or bmc3@humboldt.edu

CFA Representative - Northern California

707-269-9595

(510) 290-4308

317 3rd Street, Suite 1

980 9th Street # 2250

Eureka, CA 9551
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Robert Snyder
Provost

Sacramento, CA 95814-2716

Siemens Hall 216B

Noreen Evans

President of the U.S.

707-826-3722 or ras1@humboldt.edu

Senator

202-456-6213

707-445-6508 or 916-651-4002,

The White House

1303 10th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500

Barack Obama

Rollin Richmond
University President
707-826-3311
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or rollinr@humboldt.edu
Wesley Chesbro
Assembly Member

ede

neckerchiefs,
grabbed
some
Scooby Snacks and hopped in
the Mystery Machine, ready to
tackle the case of the pedaling
pilferer.

Friday, Sept. 16
8:14 a.m. Vehicle found to
have
photocopied
parking
permit in window. How such
an imaginative and intricate
plan to evade parking fees
could
achieve
anything
but
the highest degree of success
baffles the mind.

it too, if it weren’t
meddling selves.

Wednesday, Sept. 14
10:04 a.m.
Late report

of

driver vs. skateboarder incident

that occurred

in a parking

lot

on Union Street on 9/13. The
timeless battle between driver
and
skateboarder
continues.
The driver has power, but the

skateboarder has mobility. Who

wins ultimately comes down to
who has the most experience,
fighting spirit and passion for
obliviously crashing into slowmoving objects.
10:26 p.m. Bicycle reported
stolen from outside the library.
UPD
put
on
their
tacky

10:56 a.m. Subject seen lighting
a photograph on fire outside
a suite in Alder Hall. Destroy
that picture of your ex if you

round two, no doubt.

rest of the dorm with it.

5:04 p.m.
Bicycle
reported
stolen from Plaza Circle on
Plaza
Avenue.
The
number
of suspects is dwindling, the
clues are coming together and
yet another bicycle is stolen
from right under our intrepid
detectives’ noses. What’s really
going on here?

6:19

must,

just

don’t

take

out

the

their

Saturday, Sept. 17
8:39
p.m.
Assisted
Arcata
PD with female in the area of
Blakslee Avenue and Q Street
talking about how much she
hates
California.
California
hates

Thursday, Sept. 15
11:53
a.m.
Male
cited
for
skateboarding in the roadway
on B street. Tirelessly training
for driver
vs.
skateboarder

for

you

too,

lady,

and

California-has grizzly bears.
Sunday, Sept. 18
5:00 a.m. Reporting Person
confronted
subjects smoking
marijuana in the 2nd _ floor
men’s restroom of Redwood

p.m.

Subject

requested

Hall.

cut

jammed

bike

Reporting Person detained one
subject for officers. It would
seem HSU finally has its own
vigilante crime fighter. SoberMan is watching you, students.

officer

lock

at Gist Hall. Officer cut lock.
Subject shiftily looked right,
left before pedaling away. What
a twist! It would appear UPD
was unknowingly assisting the
pedaling
pilferer—and
they
would have gotten away with

Several

subjects

ran.

On the cover: Samba de Alegria dances during the parade at the North|
Country Fair. | Alyssa Alvarez
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Corrections
Sheila Kelly was erroneously referred to as a HSU Sports Psychologist in Katherine
Leonard’s article, ‘High fives for the win, in the Sept. 14 edition of The Lumberjack Her
preferred title is Kinesiology lecturer. Errors in regard to specific phrasing in the article

The contact information listed in Daniel J. Ferndandez’ article, ‘CalFresh; in the Sept. 14
edition of the Lumberjack was incorrect.
The Department of Health and Human Services — Social Services Branch can be con-

were identified and corrected online.

tacted at 929 Koster Street in Eureka or at (707) 269-3590 or 1-800-891-8551. Food for

People can be contacted at 307 W. 14th Street in Eureka or at (707) 445-3166 ext. 308.
Cynthia Perez was incorrectly identified as 23-years-old in Frank Cardenas’ article, “Stu-

If you have any corrections or comments, please contact our office at (707) 826-3271 or thejack@humboldt.edu

2 8|.

dents forced from HSU by fall of nursing program.” She is actually 21-years-old.
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Chancellor to visit dorms Faculty votes to change
by J. Daniel Fernandez

Tomorrow, chancellor of the
California State University system
Charles Reed will attend the official

grand opening of the new College

Creek field complex,
The Chancellor's visit comes on
the heels of a student rally held on
the Art Quad yesterday to address

rising fees, program cuts and an additional $100 million in cuts to the
CSU system. Humboldt’s share is ap-

Paul Mann said the Chancellor's visit
is scheduled as a quick visit “in recognition of HSU’s ongoing modernization” and not to address any other on-

behalf.
“Spoken like a true politician,” said
Jacob Ferdman, one of the student or-

going issues. “He’s not going to make

ganizers from Tuesday’s rally and HSU

news,’ Mann said.

The Chancellor is scheduled to
meet with The Lumberjack Thursday
morning, as well as the Academic
Senate Executive Committee.

Associated

Students

President

to pass on to the chancellor on their

art major, in response to Kelly’s stance
on protests, “Protesting is to raise energy and get people excited. It’s a tool,

not a strategy.”
Last year, Ferdman was part of a
group of students at HSU who joined

Bryan Kelly said he does not believe
protests against Reed are an effective
way to get student voices heard in
Sacramento, “The chancellor is only

with the CFA in a show of support for
teachers and against fees, However,
when the rally was over, Ferdman said

years and coincides with contract negotiations taking place in Sacramento
with the California Faculty Association
tomorrow and Friday, Among other
things, the CFA is asking for a 1.3 per-

one vote on [a 25-member] Board of

issues were not addressed.

Trustees,” he said.

why we planned the rally, We wanted

Kelly said a more effective way
to get Sacramento to hear student
voices is to present a united front in

to give students an outlet and set an
agenda during the People’s Assembly

cent general salary increase for each of

faces an-

Kelly’s strategy of focusing on

other $100 million cut in state funding, Kelly said his hope is to unite CSU
student presidents and their adminis-

Sacramento instead of on Chancellor
Reed or President Richmond is akin to
passing the buck, Ferdman said, “The
first guy says ‘it’s not me,’ the second
and third guys say the same and so
on. It shifts the focus off the only
people we have direct contact with.
We've got to constantly keep pressure
on Richmond and the provost, They
should be representing us, ‘That’s what
they get paid for”.

proximately $2.5 million, Associated

Students President Bryan Kelly said.

Reed's visit is the firstin at least three

the next three years.
In August, Reed and the Board
of Trustees came under fire from the
CFA and Governor Brown for raising
the salary of incoming San Diego State
University President Elliot Hirshman

by $100,000,

Many people see Reed’s visit as a
chance to speak with the man who
has access to Governor Brown's ear,
as well as the Board of Directors.
However, University Spokesperson

December, when the CSU

trators, such as HSU President Rollin

Richmond, to present the CSU’s plight
to Sacramento, “That would have a
way bigger impact. It also puts pressure on Richmond, who keeps saying
he’s in support of students,” he said.
Kelly said he has a “potential oneon-one” with Chancellor Reed and
adds that students should come talk to
AS if they have any questions or ideas

students were frustrated and student
‘That's

afterward,” he said.

J. Daniel Fernandez may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu

Kicked off the curb
Arcata panhandler talks about making ends meet from the sidewalk
by Yawen Xu

Editor’ note: This is the first in a series on
panhandlers and homelessness in Humboldt
County,
The main character, referred to as Jane
in this article, requested to remain anonymous
Pir

er

io

mn
rn
ns
2n
ch
le
‘is
all

to

out of concern for her economac security. The
Lumberjack has decided to respect this request.
All of the other names in this article are the
true names of the sources as provided to the

reporter.

can camp in any one spot. That pushes
Jane to move around between cities.
Because she is always on the move,
Jane also rents a storage unit to store
her belongings in. That costs $55 a
month.
“The campsites and bus fare eat up
the check real fast,” Jane said. “By the
time I pay all this stuff out—and I am
lucky, I do laundry once a month—it
doesn’t last long, My check ran out
four days ago and I still have to pay for
the campsite until my other check gets

here next month.”

Jane hasn’t worked for 10 years.
Lots of things have stopped her from
working a full-time job, Lung disease
and fibromyalgia bring her physical

In April 2010, the Arcata City
Council began enforcing an unlawful
panhandling ordinance. The ordinance

pain and bipolar disorder affects her

bans panhandling in an aggressive

moods, Jane gets by with help from
the county-funded General Relief
Program and a $635 disability check
from the Social Security Office in
Eureka every month.
For Jane—who supports her boyfriend and her dog—every penny
counts.
When she is in Arcata, Jane normally sits on a street corner, holding a
handwritten cardboard sign that reads,
“Anything will help, broke and hun-

manner in any public place and within
20 feet of places such as ATMs, super-

gry.”

The money she gets from panhandling, as well as her Social Security
check, pays for groceries and a place to
sleep at night.
As of June 2011, a studio apartment in Humboldt County rented for
an average of $501 a month, as reported by the California Department
of
Housing
and
Community
Development. That is a cost Jane can-

not afford on her meager income.
Instead, she and her boyfriend live in
campsites around Arcata, Eureka and
Trinidad.
The Samoa boat ramp and Clam
Beach in Trinidad are two campsites
Jane visits often. She pays $15 a day
to sleep on Clam Beach and $20 a day
at the Samoa boat ramp. Camping is
cheaper than renting a house, but there
is a limit on the number of days
ew
i

markets, retail stores, restaurants, bars,

bus stops, bus shelters and parking lots.
Last July, almost a year and half after the Arcata City Council adopted the
panhandling ordinance, Jane was out,
sitting on the sidewalk with her cardboard sign on the ground between her
legs when a police officer walked up to
her and handed her a ticket. However,
it wasn'ta ticket for panhandling, It was
a ticket for sitting on the sidewalk.
Jane asked the officer why she was

not given a panhandling ticket.
““There’s too much paper, he told
me,” Jane

said. “But, he said, ‘I have to

give you a ticket for something,”
Jane said the ticket didn’t make
sense.

“I was sitting on the sidewalk, away
from the traffic. I wasn’t block{ing]
anything,” she said.
Jane’s ticket was for $150. Because
she could not afford to pay the ticket, she

turned

to the North

Coast

Resource Center for help.
The North Coast Resource Center
(NCRC), located near the Transit
Center in Arcata, is a public non-profit
organization that has provided services to the poor—tesident or non-resident—in Arcata for the past 33 years.
Each month, Jane gets a food box
from the NCRC. It contains
noodles,

rice, peanut

butter

and cereal.
One of the NCRC’s major resources is the Service
Program, which helps homea less residents, like Jane, navigate Homeless Court.
Homeless Court is an alternative way for homeless

people involved in minor violations—like camp citations,

panhandling, littering or being drunk in public—to go
through the judicial process
without having to face the
stress of an official courtroom.
“In the traditional court-

room, the judge sits up high
and looks down on you,”
wrote Judge John ‘T. Feeney

in a statement on the NCRC’s
website. “In the homeless
court, the judge was eye-to«| eye [with the homeless de«| fendant] and it was just much
aia] more
"
Jane sits at a street corner in Arcata. | Yawen Xu
People with minor vio-

Photograph manipulation by Samantha B. SegliN tations go to the NCRC in

Arcata or the St. Vincent De Paul
Dining Hall in Eureka to sign up for
Homeless

Court,

which

operates

on

the third Friday of each month.
Except for the fact that defendants
are not detained prior to the proceedings and they do not have to appear
in an

actual

courthouse,

the

court

proceedings run the same as in a normal courtroom. There is a judge who
wears black robes, a prosecutor, a bailiff, a defendant and a defense attorney.

university governance

by Eli Rohl

as an adversarial one; essentially,

Keeling & Associates, a private third-party consultant, came
to HSU in October of 2008 and
found “a dysfunctional campus
culture that is characterized by

what is best for themselves and
nobody else. “If you took stu-

ineffective

that groups of people work for

presidential

leader-

ship” and “a lack of shared institutional vision and governance.”
Those excerpts can be found
in the original draft of the 2008
Keeling & Associates Report.
The report also said the interdepartmental
communication
was essentially a joke—that the
university was sitting stagnant
as deadlines for important decisions whizzed by while committees and appointees and focus
groups squabbled.
A vote came
before
the
Academic Senate in the past
week to change all that. With
109 votes in favor and 63 votes
against, the University Senate will
take the place of the Academic
Senate and bring together students,

faculty,

staff

and

admin-

istrators. The Academic Senate
comprises university faculty only.
Administrators were able to observe, but until now

did not have

a vote in the decision-making
process, The measure gives administrators the vote they want
to help move things along in the
University Senate.
While administrators sat at the
table in a faculty-only body of
government and were considered
to be active participants in such a
role, Provost Robert Snyder said,
“If you asked voting members to

dents and put them in a room
and closed the door and you took
faculty and put them in a room
by themselves and you took the
administrators and did the same
thing, they’d each come out with

a pure voice,” said Snyder. The
problem, Snyder said, is the pure
voices only air the concerns of
that
particular
demographic.
They do not acknowledge the
concerns of the other two rooms.
The University Senate model
of government has been in place
at campuses like CSU San Diego
and CSU Long Beach for years.
“We’ve never been happy,” said
General Faculty President John
Powell. “Everyone down south
is.”
Now that the University Senate
proposal passed, new offices will
need to be filled and senators
will need to be elected to offices
when the new senate is installed.
The offices of President of the
General Faculty—a separate governing body, which works more
like a bargaining ‘unit for teachers—and Chair of the Academic
Senate are to be merged into a
single position.

give up their votes and listen, it

The hope now is that with the
implementation of the University
Senate, faculty and administrators will be able to use a single
forum to determine the best
courses of action for the campus.
The University Senate is expected to be established by Jan.
30.

becomes clear that the participation is not the same.”
Snyder described the current
process in the Academic Senate

Eli Roh! may be contacted at
thejack@humbolat.edu

“For the most part, the [district at-

torney] and the defense attorney will
work out ahead of time how the case
is going to be handled, and I will likely
call the case and say what the disposition’s going to be,’ Feeney wrote on
the NCRC’s website. “They will have,

say, three months to do it, and then
they come back with proof they com-

pleted the program.”
In Jane’s case, the judge assigned
her approximately 17 hours of community service instead of the $150
penalty.
But despite going through the
Homeless Court, Jane’s habits have
not changed.
After finishing her community service, Jane went back to the sidewalk,

picked up her sign and again began
asking passing strangers for help. So
far, she has not gotten another ticket.

Vanessa Vachon, a visiting volunteer at the NCRC, said certain tickets
handed out by law enforcement keep
homeless people in the community.
Vachon said the creation of laws and
ordinances—like the one that resulted
in Jane being cited for sitting on the
sidewalk—nccessitates that homeless
people stay in the community until
they can get the ticket taken care of.
“If you are caught camping here
and you get a ticket here then you will
have to stay around until you get the
ticket fixed up,” Vachon said. “Will the
laws do what they are supposed to do?
Will they stop panhandling? No. They
will move it from one street corner to
the next, but it’s not going to solve the
homeless problem.”
The other day, as Jane sat on the
sidewalk close to Valley West near
McDonald’, she saw the same police
officer who gave her the ticket in July.
Although she was doing the same thing

2
lala
‘Schoa. lSup
plies

33) Complete) BikelShon,

"Mountain:

Road

Commute

he had ticketed her for before, this time
he did not seem to care, she said.

“T said ‘that’s where you gave me

my ticket,”’ Jane said. “And he goes ‘I
don’t care, go up there” But [now] he
goes by me every day and never says
another word about it.”

The Arcata Police Department
did not respond by The Lumberjack’s
deadline.

For Jane, the risk of getting a ticket
is less than the risk of going hungry.
That is only expounded by city policy

and inconsistent enforcement patterns.
“1 went and did my community
service and I told them I wouldn't be
doing this, But you have to pay rent
and bills, You can’t live somewhere
free,’ Jane said. “By the time I pay my
/ i

rent and bills it doesn’t leave much left.

So I'd rather do this.”
Yawen Xu may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu
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Faculty may strike over salary debates
The faculty labor union
California State University
threatened to strike Monday.
The
California
Association (CFA), which

for the
system
Faculty
repre-

announced in a press release it has
the right to strike if the Chancellor’s
Office refuses to increase salaries
for the 2009-2010 fiscal year.
The announcement followed a
letter sent to CSU employees from
Chancellor

Gail

Brooks,

re-

if Chancellor

Charles Reed decides to hold to
his position of no salary increases
school year, ac-

cording to Article 9: Concerted
Activities, the faculty has the right
to strike.

Biochemistry major Brandon
Wilcox said he thinks faculty “absolutely” deserve a pay increase.
“But I don’t think they should get
an increase off our backs,” he said.
“Tt should be taken from the upper

end.”
The

32-year-old

money

flow through

wants

to see

the CSU

system and that maintaining

from all employee groups currently

would be inappropriate and unrea-

the current salaries would keep sala-

sonable to provide a $20 million
salary increase to a fraction of one
employee group in light of everybody’s sacrifices during that time
and with today’s budget climate.”
Chris Haynes teaches geography at HSU and is the chair for
the Contract Development and

ries at the bottom 10 percent of all

at the bargaining table.”
Meetings began on June 25,
2010 to discuss three issues: the dis-

Strategy

compatable school systems.
At the end of the report,
Tamoush

panel

chair

alongside

tem differently.
“If we redistributed wealth in a
more equitable fashion, we would

have a society we could be proud
of,” he said.

The CFA proposal would create
equity and service salary increase

distribution

Increase program

and

About six months later the CSU and
the CFA agreed to use Tamoush as
the fact finder for the salary issues,
At the time, the CFA was asking for
a total of approximately $80 million
for salary increases.
At the latest meeting, the CSU

ties implement the program previously developed with one-eighth
the amount of money originally
planned. This is because the funds
available for distribution are ap-

proximately $1 million and not the

and

$8 million that would be available
if the CSU received full Compact
funding,
CSU made an alternative proposal to combine the funds to cre-

discussed

a different

for the next

fiscal year.

The CSU proposed a contract that
would maintain salaries at the current rates for 2010-2011 and 20112012. The CSU proposed the contract run until June 30, 2014 and in
the last two years of the agreement
either party could reopen salary and
benefits.
The CFA countered by demanding a one percent general salary increase, a 2.65 percent increase for
service salary increase and $7 million equity pool for associate and

million, Those funds would then
be targeted to associate and tenured
professors who have either salary
inversion or extreme salary compaction issues and who had not otherwise received awards under either
the Equity or the Post Promotion
Increase programs.
CSU explained their proposal
was intended to provide larger salary increases to a limited number
of Faculty. The CFA rejected CSU’s
proposal.
The CFA proposed distributing these funds (approximately
$700,000) as an across-the-board
general salary increase, although
CSU had previously proposed that
salaries should be maintained at
current levels for 2009-2010.
After the contract expired on
June 30, 2010, the CSU and CFA
met again. The CSU presented CFA
with a complete proposal for the
distribution of $1 million by way
of salary increases to faculty unit
members.
At that time the parties were able
to come to an agreement over the

ing with the faculty.
The CFA responded by writing, “We are not surprised at the
Chancellor’s actions. Rather than
use the fact-finder’s report to reach
a settlement with the faculty, the
Chancellor spent his summer hiking

CFA

contract

ate a pool of approximately $1.7

approach and positions in bargain-

ern states, provided by a survey conducted by the American Association
of University Professors. It pointed

salary increases based on a cumulative number of units taught. The

the

the 2009-2010 salary re-opener.
The CFA proposed the par-

of ‘facts’ in the report. It glosses
over the dire budget situation and
what we all faced in 2009-2010.”
Brooks refers to the 2009-2010
budget cut when the state cut the
CSU budget by $584 million. The
CSU cut enrollment by 40,000 students and raised tuition by almost
$1,000 across all campuses.
“We recognize that our faculty
and staff have not received across
the board pay increases in years,”
Brooks wrote. “That is why we are
advocating for a 3 percent compensation pool in our 2012-2013 State
Budget to fund increases for all employee groups.”
Brooks ended her letter by writing that the CSU’s priorities must
remain focused on serving as many
students and retaining as many jobs
as possible and “therefore we must
reject the report's recommendations and maintain the CSU’s final
offer.”
This is the third time a fact-finder
has disagreed with the Chancellor’s

other professors, mostly in the west-

adjustments. Faculty receive service

Promotion

In the letter from Brooks, she
wrote, “To us, there is an absence

Travis,

program,

additional $2 to $4 per month.
On Aug, 6, 2010, the CFA made
two proposals on salary increases,
but the CSU rejected both of them.

of the leftover funds from the Post

to Candella’s report, the cumulative
$20.6 million figure demanded by
CEA is equal to either 315 full-time
temporary faculty jobs, funding for
2,800 students or 3,150 class courses.

Committee,

John

Equity

the CFA

proposal, however Candella provid-

representing the CFA, and Bill
Candella, representing the CSU.
The panel conducted a four-day
hearing during which the parties
presented in detail about the finances of the University system.
The CFA presented salaries of

sys-

recommended

bers were to receive a 0.045 percent
salary increase which resulted in an

tribution of leftover funds from the

ed his dissension report. According

Six years ago, former Governor
Arnold
Schwarzenegger,
CSU
Chancellor Charles Reed and UC
President Robert Dynes, formed
the Higher [Education Compact
that was supposed to guarantee
funding from the state to the public
universities in California.
However the state did not
fully fund the Higher Education
Compact when salary contracts expired in June 2010.
“We'll never see that money,”
Haynes said.
Under the contract and collective bargaining agreement, the CSU
and CFA chose to reconsider the
general salary and service salary increases for that year. The final step
of the bargaining process was a
report submitted by a fact finding
panel.
Philip Tamoush served as the

and other employees get less and
students get their pockets turned
inside out.”

for the 2009-2010

CSU

Increase funds as a general salary
increase to eligible faculty members,
During the September 2010 pay period all eligible faculty unit mem-

are screwed up.”

ers closest to him get more, faculty

stated

distribution of the Post Promotion

ecutives and demanding take-backs

He has been a member of CFA for
20 years.
;
“They've got money,” Haynes
said, “We just think their priorities

are clear,’ Monday’s CFA release
stated, “The executives and manag-

CFA

student fees, giving pay raises to ex-

and retention of faculty within the

Bargaining

garding recent bargaining agreements and a fact-finding report that
became public on Friday, Sept. 16.
“The
Chancellor’s
priorities

The

out negative impacts on recruitment

$20.6 million from the CSU budget.
In her letter, Brooks wrote, “It

sents lecturers, professors, counselors, librarians and coaches from the
23 campuses of the CSU system,

Vice

demands would total approximately

full-time professors for the fiscal
year ‘11-712. It also demanded one
percent increases for general salary
and 2.65 percent increases for service salary for the next two years,
This would cost the CSU at least
$200 million during the life of the
contract and the CSU has yet to respond. The next bargaining meeting is on Sept. 22 at the CFA headquarters in Sacramento.
The CFA will hold a Statewide
Bargaining e-Summit on Sept. 28.
This meeting will provide an opportunity to connect faculty members
at all 23 campuses with CFA officers to discuss the current situation.
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by Catherine Wong

Catherine Wong may be contacted
at thejack@humboldt.edu

Average Salary for CSU Presidents and Faculty Since 1998
$350,000

$300,000

$250,000

eived

raise

Ie

$50,000

Faculty

to Faculty

$63,580

2.7

1999

$194,697

$66,518

2.9

2000

$207,793

$69,136

3.0

2001

$212,897

$68,893

3.1

Average Presidents

2002

$217,503

$69,812

3.1

Average

2003

$216,867

$69,711

3.1

2008
2009
2010

$293,917
$293,917
$293,917

$77,935

3.8

2011

$300,532
23%

39%

Full-Time Faculty

2004
2005
2006
2007

;

)

2008

years. CSU Faculty average

1999

2000

2007.

2001

2008

2009

2010

2011

$218,871
$249,076
$259,435
$291,822

$69,628
$71,160
$70,615
$76,826

Vi

3.1
3.5
3.7
3.8

Increase
1998 to
average calculated from data
reported in CSU Board of
Trustees Agendas, multiple

1998

Presidents

$173,102

sources: CSU Presidents

$0

ratio:

Full-Time

Presidents*

$100,000
t

CSU
CSU
Year

$150,000

Ap

SALARY

1998

$200,000

@=—

AVERAGE

70%

*includes foundation supported portion of salary,
where applicable (SJ, SLO, SDSU)

published in CSU Statistical
Abstract 2008-09, Table 168.

| Provided by California Faculty Association

University Police Department will be conducting a test of the Campus
Emergency

Sept

29

Alert

at

System

10:45

on:

AM

In the event of a real emergency,
three methods to alert the
University may be used:
Public

Address

System

The

Sept.

Emergency

29

from

Public

10:45

Address

to

11:00

System

AM

will activate

campus-wide. There will be a series of audible tones,
strobe lights and recorded messages alerting the campus
community that a test is in progress and where to turn for
additional information:
www.humboldt.edu,

826-INFO,

and

KHSU

90.5

FM

radio.

Campus signage will be posted that morning and an
emergency test text message will be sent out to those
who have registered their cell phone number through the
HSU Account Center (remember, if you have changed
vendors, you need to re-register your cell phone number

and

vendor).

Once the University is alerted to an emergency,
best piaces for additional information are:
- www.humboldt.edu

the

- Cellular

Text

|=

Signage

I

- Campus

=

+

- Emergency

Thursday,

LW

Test

ET

The

System

fC

Alert

ot

Emergency

Alert

me

we HSU

State University Emergency
Notification System Test
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CouRaGeouS major combines viewpoints :
by Kevin Forestieri
The

critical

course material, she said.
Berry also said by combining
fields of critical race, gender and

;

race,

gender

and

sexuality major, also known as the

sexuality, the CRGS department is

CRGS major, started last semester.
It combined the fields of ethnic
studies, women’s

a cutting edge program in its field.
It is one of the first of its kind in
the country, she said, and the first
‘to go under the name CRGS. As

studies and mul-

ticultural queer studies into one
department and that aims to educate about systems of inequality,in
society and promote ideas to resist
them,

The
year

for

department
two

formed

reasons,

a result, the department supports

ont
nd
idinfor
rilnd

cal
ne
ary

Old Growth Tattoo
& Piercing

1806 4th Street (on 101 South

last

Christina

studies pathway and a multicultural
queer studies pathway.
Tommy Takahashi, a student
with a CRGS major, said his inter-

ests in ethnic studies led him to the

-TOMMY TAKAHASHI

ethnic studies pathway, He said the

CRGS MAJOR

not detract from his specific field.

broader scope of the major does
“If anything, it improves the major

many promotional events to increase awareness and interest in
the new major opportunity. One
of the events the department will
host is the CouRaGeouS ‘Collision
2011 on Oct. 19 from noon to 1
p.m. in the Goodwin forum. The
event aims to highlight some of the
aspects of the CRGS major.
: Before combining ethnic, women’s and multicultural queer studies
into the new CRGS department,
Accomando said instructors were
sensitive to how the change would
affect the students in the field. “We
met with students in ethnic and
women’s studies to see what they

ened the severity of the ongoing
budget crisis on the fields.
The second issue was a broader, long-term problem of content
overlap between ethnic studies,
women studies and multicultural
queer studies. Kim Berry, departsaid the de-

partments considered merging for
over 10 years because of the relevance between the majors. For example, students and staff involved
with ethnic studies found their
course content heavily interconnected with the women’s studies

}

ethnic studies pathway, a women’s

“If anything, it
improves the major
by adding different
perspectives.”

formed as a solution to solve two
issues. The first was the immediate concern of rising budget cuts
threatening some of the smaller
programs within women and ethnic studies, she said. By combining
them into one department, it less-

ment chair of CRGS,

fectively the content from the three

9 MINUTES SOUTH IN EUREKA

previous fields of study. There is an

Accomando, co-founder of the
CRGS major, said the major was

11-

thought of the CRGS major,” she
said. “They agreed it made sense to
combine the majors.”
One of the ways the department allowed for students to easily
cross over to the new CRGS major is by creating three pathways
of study within CRGS that are ef-

5

by adding different perspectives,”
he said.
Other students share the sentiment of Takahashi. Accomando

said 22 people interested in the

High-quality professional tattooing

Our artists include Tom Harley
Damen Tesch, & Ewok Lokitree

Piercing by Miss Tonya Hansel
(Full-service piercing,

merging of the three studies are
now signing up for majors specifically in CRGS.

including dermal anchors)

Berry said the idea of differing
viewpoints the CRGS department
offers is one of the most important
aspects of the merge between the

three different studies. “It’s important that we look at a topic from
multiple perspectives,” she said.
Kevin Forestieri may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu
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Latvia:
ained

In Briefs
For the first time since Latvia

independence

from

the

Soviet

aden. a pro-Russian party won the most
votes, with 29.2 percent, in the country’s

parliamentary election last weekend.
eorwite ethnic Russian population

Palestine: The UN Security Council

may vote on Palestine’s bid for statehood
by Friday. U.S, officials plan to veto it, however. The Obama administration said while
Palestine should be able to gain statehood,
it should do so through peace talks with
Israel. Former director of Saudi Arabia’s
intelligence services Turki al-Faisal wrote
in the New York Times: last week that a
veto could jeopardize the U.S.’ credibility
in the Middle East and lose Saudi Arabia
as an ally.

France:

= Dominique

Latvia contributed to the win. The

A
in

popu-

list and right-wing parties trailed behind in
the polls with 12.2 and 13.5 percent of the
vote respectively.

Libya:

The new Libyan government

entered Sabha, one of the most proGaddafi cities in the country, to welcoming praise on Tuesday. Ousted leader
Moammar Gaddafi and his family have
been suspected to be hiding in Sabha.
Some fighting is still happening in the
area, however. Four people were killed
south of the city in Abuhadi Tuesday.

—_Strauss-

Kahn, former managing director of the
International Monetary Fund, may face
charges again for an attempted rape case
from 2003. His accuser said she would sue
him even if prosecutors decided to drop
the case. A media frenzy has surrounded
Strauss-Kahn since New York police arrested him on a different charge in May for
allegedly sexually assaulting a hotel maid.
Betore his arrest, Strauss-Kahn was con-

sidered the Socialist Party candidate frontrunner for the French presidency.

Colombia: Corrupt agents leaked
thousands of documents last week from
DAS, Colombia’s security department.
Officials fear the leaks will threaten national security and employees because the
papers reached some of the country’s most
prolific cocaine traffickers. Corruption accusations have plagued the agency since
2009, when it was found to be spying on
oliticians. Colombian President Tien
Manitiel Santos said he plans to get rid of
‘the DAS completely this year.

Italy: seven scientists are now on tri-

al for manslaughter for failing to ae
an earthquake that shook central Italy in
2009. They were charged with failing to
sufficiently warn residents about the devastating quake that killed more than 300
people.
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Back Pain?
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Neck Pain?
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We Can Help
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Humboldt Back & Neck

Pain Center
Drs. Mark & Martha Henry
Chiropractors
Ask About Our 30% Student Discount

1781 Central Avenue

McKinleyville, CA

839-6300

Afghanistan: 4 suicide bomber

assassinated former Afghani President
Burhanuddin Rabban Tuesday during a
meeting with Taliban members in Kabul.
Rabban,

who

was

president

ftom

1992

to 1996 and in 2001, was the head of the

YEMEN:

Elite security forces killed

at least 23 people and injured hundreds
Tuesday in Sanaa, Yemen’s oa
city.
At least 70 people have been killed in the
past three days as a result of demonstrations against President Ali Abdullah Saleh.

peace council in Afghanistan until his
death. His assassination raises questions

about whether peace talks will actually

succeed between the government and the
Taliban

‘Despite the protests and an attack on his
compound in June that critically injured
him and forced him to hide out in Saudi
Arabia, he still refuses to relinquish his
power.

Qatar:

Al-Jazeera

The head of the

television

Khanfar, resigned his
a new
‘mors fueled

channel,

popular
Waddah

position amid ru+
Wikileaks release.

The release claimed he had close ties with
the U.S. government and agreed to remove
images of hospitalized children injured
during American military action in Iraq.

Sources: Associated Press, The Telegraph, The

New York Times, CNN, The Christian Science
Monitor, The Huffington Post, The Boston
Globe, Reuters
‘

Compiled by Melissa Coleman and Kristan
Korns

7th{& Arcata
822-0321
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ampus serves up mol

Cookie

fruit and nut flavor sold at South Campus Marketplace she

Two and a half hours east of
Arcata,

student

staff

members

began preparing the first meal of
their retreat. They opened their
containers, but spoiled and rotten
food greeted them.
Dining Services provided the
food for the work-related retreat,
but because of the distance there
was nothing they could do. HSU
Housing staff purchased additional
food from local vendors, did what
they could with the salvageable
food and discarded the inedible.
“T don’t want to say we’re 100
percent innocent. There were a
variety of different factors,’ Ron
Rudebock, director of Dining
Services, said. Rudebock said the
van transporting the food for the
retreat broke down before reaching
its destination, The van returned to
HSU, leaving the food in the sun
during the transfer from an airconditioned van to the back of a
pickup truck. Sun exposure and
improper storage led to the spoiled
food.

Rudebock said he took this isolated incident as a learning expetience to make sure HSU’s food
quality is up to industry standards.
On Sept. 14, The Lumberjack
spotted granola bars with expiration dates

of

A cookie

had an expiration date

Aug,

29,

16 and

3.

of May 1. In the produce section,
there was one moldy yellow pepper

and multiple molding blackberries.

ing facility needed a food safety
ServSafe certification, Depot employee Cassie Pais said, “We had to
watch these long videos and attend
several hour

seminars.’

However,

California policy recently changed.
California Senate Bill 602 requires all food service employees
who prepare, store or serve food
to earn a California Food Handlers
card. However, public and private
school cafeterias are exempt from
the law. Although HSU is exempt,
Rudebock said it is important to
comply with California Law and
require all employees working for
an HSU dining facility to take the
food handler’s safety course and
test to receive a card. After Jan. 1,
new employees will have 30 days to
obtain the card. The card is valid
for three years at any California
eatery.
Rudebock said HSU can issue
the food handler test and waives
the $15 fee for any student employee working in an on-campus
dining facility.
According to Rudebock, food
safety is the main priority. He said
HSU dining services employees
and food distributors must both
take part in ensuring quality food
products.
HSU purchases food from a variety of distributors and vendors,
Coffee comes

from local brewers,

Humboldt Bay Coffee Company
and
Muddy
Waters
Coffee

Show

S an expiration date of

photograph

“As of now there are seven out
of 120 or so students [who need
to take the test for a food handler’s
permit].” Aguilar said he makes
sure the food is not moldy or ex-

distributors

Brio Breadworks, Pro-Pacific Fresh
and local farmers.
The two main food distributors
are Sysco and Core-Mark. Casey
Hatchman, computer operator for
Core-Mark, said the company has
inventory specialists who ensure
product quality and inspect food
before delivery, “Our top priority
is to provide quality products with
the longest shelf life possible,”
Hatchman said.
The food industry occasionally issues recalls to deal with unsafe products, “We get notified
from vendors, make calls and make

sure

the

product

is returned,”

Hatchman said. “Automated dialers will call every half hour until we
contact our sales rep.” Core-Mark
also sends out faxes and emails in
such a situation.
Vending
Manager
Andy
Cleveland said even HSU’s vending machine supplier, Rendezvous
Music & Vending, goes through inspection. “A county health inspector comes once a year,” Cleveland
said. Vending machine operators
check each machine on campus
about twice a week and respond
quickly to recalled products.
Fach HSU dining facility has a
managing employee overseeing all
student employees and food deliveries.
Eddie Aguilar manages the
Depot, one of the busiest eateries
on campus. He said,

paneer

MUMBOuSr
BREWS

ay

011, three months befo

in-

Other

TTT

"

May 1,

clude Coca-Cola, Pepsi, Los Bagels,

Company.

In the past, one full-time-ben“efits staff member in each din-

meals and stale snacks

=

.

taken

on Se

ember

14,

20

quality and freshness. The South
Campus Marketplace has had limited instances of moldy or expired
food. “One time there was a whole
batch of moldy strawberries. It was

pired. He said HSU’s food distribu-

“out

tors and vendors are “top notch.”
He said he sends food back for
credit if there is anything wrong

Campus
Marketplace
employee
and undeclared HSU student Steve
Ulrich said. “We try and catch it.”
South
Campus
Marketplace
employee Trevor Harris said, “We
credit anyone who wants to return
[expired products] ... If they paid
me more, I might go around and
check.”
This goes back to Rudebock’s
concern about student employees.
“They still do a good job, but it’s
a challenge to do everything correctly,” he said.

with it.
“With 250 student employees,
it’s always a challenge,” Rudebock
said. Student employees work twoto-six hour shifts, up to 20 hours a
week. Student employees’ primary
focus with a dining service job is
to make money while they attend
school. Focus to do a good job can
slip.
Each dining facility on campus
is required to do inventory once
a month. During inventory, employees count and check food for

for like five minutes,’

Marimar White-Espin may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Moldy blackberries.sold at South Campus Marketplace. | Marimar White-Espin
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Jacks Roundup

by Susan Aksu Movsesian

HSU volleyball’s recent winloss record does not impress.
However, league foes stay alert
when they play the Jacks. They
watch for HSU outside-hitter

by Luke Ramseth

Oceana

send
Andy Cumbo abruptly departed
as head coach of the HSU men’s
and women’s soccer programs two
season ago.
Some players and fresh recruits
were caught off guard. The athletic
department scrambled to find a replacement.
It didn’t help that Cumbo left
for the men’s head coaching gig at
CSU East Bay, a league opponent.
The athletic department lucked
however.

They

found

a

more than qualified coach in C.J.
it’s
pr-

du

Johnson, who had previous success
at the Div. 2 level, and was looking
to get back into coaching.
But some of the _ remaining players from the Cumbo era
haven’t forgotten. (See Ray Lind
story on page 8). Last season, when
Cumbo’s squad made its first trip

tae

back to Arcata, the Jacks lost 1-3.

But when East Bay visited College
Creek Field this past Sunday, the
Jacks were out to send a message.
In their second win of the season,

they hammered the Pioneers 4-1,
Credit

the

win

to

Johnson,

though. If his track record as a head
coach—including a national championship at CSU San Bernadino in
1998—is any indication, both Jacks
teams could end up with winning
records.

ty

&. er

In brief

Men’s Soccer: Jacks 1, CSU
Monterey Bay 0. The first half
was the best soccer Johnson had
seen his Jacks play yet. Senior Brian
Holmes scored the game’s only
goal.
Jacks 4, CSU East Bay 1. The
took

28 shots, the most

of

their young season. Strikers Ray
Lind and Zach Hammond proved
too much for the Pioneers.

PF

COTY IA

OB

erreaey

Jacks

a

Women’s Soccer: Jacks 0,
CSU Monterey Bay 1. Goalkeeper
Jenny Paugh had five saves, but it
wasn’t enough to save the Jacks
from a scoring shutout.
Jacks 2, CSU East Bay 2. In
the double overtime tie, sophomore Chelsea LaRue and junior
Carly Kolpin scored for the Jacks.
HSU got off 18 shots on goal.
Volleyball:
1-2
record
in
past week. The women lost to
an unbeaten Sonoma State last
Wednesday.
At Cal State East Bay on Friday,

Matsubu,

a pulverizing

who

could

spike

over

Matsubu,

a

senior

Cross-Country:
The Jacks
travel to a race in Spokane,

Wash. this week. It will be a preview of what will be the regional
championship race coutse later this
fall. Look for Joe Ostini and Abel
Guiterrez to run well for the men.
Freshman Amanda Reynolds could

place highly for the women after a
strong home race in Trinidad.

[>S___=====

Luke Ramseth may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

ponent

nearest league op-

is CSU

Chico,

a three-

top of things,” Matsubu said. “I
struggled with that during the
first two years. We have to make
sacrifices outside of school and
volleyball with personal time
and social life.”
Student athletes are required
to enroll in a minimum of 12
units and maintain at least a 2.0

GPA, The team’s overall grade
point average is a 3.2, Woodstra
said.
“Our coaching staff knows
everything
about
volleyball
and | learned a lot from
Matsubu said.

The
of

coaching

Woodstra,

staff

and Joliann

Arzadon.

is

outside

a

former

the Jacks.
rience

Woodstra

coaching

1984

USA

year,” she said.
For power, the team relies heav-

ily on junior middle-blocker Allison
Drobish and senior outside-hitter
Oceana Matsubu.
Woodstra said Dronish led the
team

in

blocking

last

season,

is

moving well on the court and is
playing like an upperclassmen. She
is looking for Drobish to be one of

the top players in the association
this season.
“She is an all-around player who
worked really hard the past year and

will be a real threat in the games to
come,” said Woodstta.

volleyball

on

a

Women’s

Team

in

the 2008 Beijing Olympic team,
which earned the silver medal.
Woodstra said she is optimistic about this season, with 17

games

left to play. She said the

team has all the elements—including a strong outside-hitter
in Matsubu—to make it a winning season,

“She is highly self motivated
Oceana Matsubu spikes down the ball during practice in the Lumberjack

to improve

Arena | Samantha B. Seglin

the chance to have her every
year, I would jump on that op-

the type of kid that will work

hour

hard to make herself better,”
Pambianco said.
“She’s worked very hard to
be a well rounded hitter. She’s
always
been
powerful
hitting

is a

the

ball

and

using

different

speeds and shots and not just
in the same area,’ Woodstra
said. “Sometimes she’ll hit soft,
crank it cross court or the next

time

hit it by

the

line. Those

Kealalio.
Woodstra said this season is a
proving
Ashley

ground
Neale,

for
Brooke

sophomores
Ferguson,

Chanel Washington, Noel Eaton
and Tiffany McCray.
“They
have
been
working
hard in practice,” said Woodstra.
“They’re fighting for their time on
the court and making big plays.”
She said all, including Kotas,
were in the same recruiting class
and came to HSU last year.
New to the team is Portland
State transfer Alexa Rosendale and
freshmen Cheyann DePrue, Merry
Ackema and Sarah Wilber.
The Jacks started conference
play with Cal State Stanislaus
and Chico State the day after.
Unfortunately for the Jacks, they
lost to both teams.
In the first match against
Stanislaus, the Jacks won the third

drive

away.

13-hour

Diego.

The

drive

Traveling

es to make
athletes
to
Woodstra

to

long

matches

farthest
UC

San

distancrequires

miss
classes,
said she expects

but
her

players to be on top of their assignments.
Matsubu

the

team.

If

said. “I’ve never had a player
progress that much. Oceana has
been a great representative of
our program, of herself and her
family.”

said the long hours

away from Arcata can be a challenge.
“We really have to stay on

Susan Aksu Movsesian may be:contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu

Cal State Los Angeles
Cal State Dominguez Hills
Cal State San Bernardino
UC San Diego
Sonoma State
Cal State Monterey Bay
Cal State East Bay

Cal Poly Pomona
San Francisco State

*All home games begin at 7 p.m.

momentum going into the fifth.
Chico proved to be more challenging for the Jacks as they fell in three

betweernclasses;

sets, but their score improved as
each set continued.
The Jacks return home after their weekend
away. The
Jacks play CSU Los Angeles this

Thursday Sept. 22, at 7 p.m. in the
Lumberjack Arena.
Junior Jackie Anderson said she
enjoys watching volleyball games.

three-day home tournament. Those

coming home games. “I’ve been at

powerful kills Matsubu brought to
the court came from sophomore

HSU

pacificoutfitters.com
p)

for three yeats now and have

watched multiple home games each
season, Our team is definitely talented,”

said

Anderson,

who

said

she hopes this yeat’s team can continue to improve their record.
———_—_—_——_—_—_=_=_—_—

‘Alohi Bikle may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

.

i

sthistyeureka
CEH

I had

portunity,’ Woodstra said.
I’ve never had a player come
from where Oceana started to
where she is now,’ Woodstra

and fourth set, but could not keep

She is looking forward to the up-

Woodstra said Kotas was a defensive specialist last year and is
learning the “skills and precision it
takes to be a well-rounded setter.”
She fills the shoes left last year by
Joliann Arzadon, who now is an
assistant coach alongside James

for

expe-

Los Angeles, Calif., she coached

Matsubu had 66 kills over the

setter Bailey Kotas.

has

Olympic

Sept. 22
Sept. 24
Sept. 29
Sept. 30
Oct. 19
Oct. 21
Oct. 22
Oct. ta
Oct. 12

The Jacks are still fresh, how-

Arazdon
hitter

National

Volleyball

by ‘Alohi Bikle

ever, Nine out of 13 players are
freshman or sophomores. They

Kealalio

professional and national level.
In addition to playing on the

Jacks get first CCAA win
The HSU volleyball team got
their first California Collegiate
Athletic Association win at CSU
Monterey Bay on Saturday. The
team is presently 4-5.
“They are playing a lot smoother and smarter volleyball and that’s
exciting to see,’ said HSU volleyball coach Sue Woodstra. The team
recorded a 2-24 record last season.

them,”

consists

James

VOLLEYBALL HOME GAME SCHEDULE

started the season hot, with a 3-1

1-2, and was blown out last week

“I’ve seen her growth. I’ve
seen her determination. She’s

has definitely built
when to use that
a skill she has de-

psychol-

record in their home tournament at
Lumberjack Arena.
Senior outside hitter Clara
Bolster said this year’s team is
strong, “If everyone dives after the
ball and goes hard each point, we
can do great in our conference this

by Dixie State, who the Jacks take
on next week.

her improve dramatically.

are skills she
and knowing
knowledge is
veloped.”
The Jacks’

ogy major, holds the all-time
HSU record for total attacks (or
spikes) as an outside-hitter. She
ended the 2010 season alone
with 1,078 total attacks. During
her sophomore year, her 1,141
attacks were three times more
than her next-closest teammate.
Matsubu began her volleyball career as a freshman middle-hitter at Mesa Verde High
School in Citrus Heights, Calif.
Following her freshman year,
Matsubu extended her interest
in volleyball by playing for the
Gold Cal Juniors and Hi-Impact
volleyball clubs.
Due to a combined 9-47 record over the last two seasons,
head coach Sue Woodstra said
Matsubu and the rest of the
team will take any win they can
get in the California Collegiate
Athletic Association.
“Our favorite team to beat is
anybody,” said Woodstra. “Our
conference is easily the most
competitive Division II conference [in the nation].”
“Oceana takes the bulk of
the attack,” said HSU Director
of
Media
Relations
Dan
Pambianco. “Her team is setting her up constantly. She puts
it down with a lot of power. I
wouldn’t want to be on the other side of that net.”
Matsubu said that much of
her strength and power hitting improvement is due to the
strength and conditioning program at HSU. Matsubu spent
every summer since her freshman year working with the con-

the Jacks took a third set win, but

Football: The Jacks
play
Simon
Fraser University
in
British Columbia on Saturday.
After an off week, the Jacks should
coast to the win. Simon Fraser is

ditioning program before each
season. She said the running
and lifting program has helped

the net at any moment.

couldn’t complete the comeback.
Junior Alexa Rosendale led the
Jacks with 14 kills and 18 digs.
The Jacks took their first
CCAA win at CSU Monterey Bay
on Saturday, in four sets. Oceana
Matsubu was her usual dominant
self, and scored 20 kills and 20 digs
for HSU. The Jacks are 4-5 overall
and 1-4 in the CCAA.
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Matsubu uses powerful arm to set HSU record

Soccer on
rebound?
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eee
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c journey
athleti
Lind’s
Ray
From football to futbol: through Humboldt State
by Eli Rohi
found that he liked playing of-

Ray Lind is a company man.
He has dealt with people quitting, he has helped
grow, and he is doing what he can to
leave his mark.

his

Born and raised

fense and found that it was a
new way for him to use some

team

Another
challenge
_facing HSU men’s soccer during
Lind’s tenure was the sudden,
unannounced

“T managed to get away from him

more

Photo Provided by Athletic Department

a

their

former

coach

over

the summer.

“The old coach
really screwed us
over,” Lind said,

-Ray LIND

explaining that the
last coach had left
before anyone had
found a_ replacement for him.

offensive player for HSU soccer

still

of

and score the winning goal in double
overtime, though.”

in
South
Seattle,
Ray Lind came to
HSU
in 2006 to
study construction
management,
He
started his athletic
career at HSU playing as a wide treceiver on the Jacks
football team, but decided to
put up the pigskin and play a
different kind of football.
Lind,

de-

parture

heavier

That
of

his

leftover

football

to his

the soccer

bulk

from

advantage

on

field.

and

muscular

player

from

his time on the

football

team,

started his soccer career as
a center-back defender and
played on the defensive end
until one of
his assistant
coaches convinced him to try
playing a forward position.
Lind said he experimented
over the summer with a team
that ran an offense-oriented
4-3-3 formation. The formation can have devastating potential on the field if the team
has a forward who is strong
and physically imposing.
It was perfect for Lind. He

Soccer teams play |
well on home tu

One
of Lind’s
proudest
athletic moments at HSU was
born from what he considers
to be one of HSU’s biggest

athletic

problems:

tention.
During
Cal

Poly

player

re-

Pomona

Cumbo,

got

hired

tween the coach and his former players. “I’m sure there'll
be some

a

game

Pomona,

against
Lind

had

had

me

marked,”

Lind said. “I managed to get
away from him and score the
winning goal in double overtime, though.”

4-1,

their

blood,” Lind said besecond

win

of

re
sa

in

to

coach the CSU East Bay soccer programs.
Cumbo
and
East Bay visited HSU this past
Sunday.
Tensions are still high be-

fore the game. The Jacks won

to face off against a former
teammate who had transferred
away from HSU.
“This guy who went over
to

Andy

coach,

pc

the

season.
“Time’s
flying by,” Lind
said, “It seems like just wecks
ago I was a freshman and I
thought I’d be here forever,
and now I’m in my senior
year.”

at
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clq
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Eli Rohl may be contacted at the-

jack@humboldt.edu
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ho
int
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ing
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be:

is
Hi
ne!
tak
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e Jacks mens and wom-

n’s soccer teams went a
ombined 2-1-1 vs. CSU
onterey Bay and CSU
ast Bay this weekend in
CAA league action. The
en got their first league
in in impressive fashion,
hutting out Monterey
ay, 1-0. They then beat
ast Bay 4-1. The women
layed to a 2-2 doublevertime tie versus East
ay on Sunday.

don’t worry, we can fix that.

iCracked
Nationwide iPhone Repairs

(425) 590-7911

ompiled by
Luke Ramseth
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The Climbing Beat

5

Climb that
Moonstone

ie
da.

by Mary Pero

leir
ver

Kassandra
Carpenters
watches her boyfriend set an

while lowering his friend. As
the sun sets around the rock,

anchor 50 feet above, on the

silhouettes of people climbing

edge of a cliff. She has plenty

are darkened against the sun.

ach

us
aid,

|

of experience rock climbing indoors, but this is not the same.

Carpenters
crack

route,

i

likes the Karen
a crack

that

if

runs

i

the

“It’s scary because I have the

continuously to the top of the

left

potential to actually smack into

60-foot rock. “It’s challenging,

had
ce-

real rock,” she said. Carpenters
said it is worth the risk.

but still durable. The routes
outside are harder than the

Carpenters has been climbing for about eight months
and it is her second
time
at
Moonstone
beach.
The
beach—approximately
15
minutes north of Arcata, off
Westhaven
Avenue—is
the
closest outdoor climbing area
for HSU students.

gym,” she said. One advantage
to climbing outside is climbers
have the ability to choose their
own route. There is no colored
tape marking which hold to
grab.
There are four anchors on
top of Karen for climbers to
hook their ropes to. The far-

e’ ll

To the left of the parking

thest-left anchor is hardest to

beyon
the

lot is the main top rope rock
named Karen. Locals say the
rock is named after a message that was once left there

find because it is not at the top
with the other three. A climber
can easily find the anchor by
following the hike around the

ind

for

Karen,

but

rock.

te

ae

ee

ee

yer,
or

cause it has a hike to the top
of the rock where climbers can

to climb on. Each anchor has
three bolts, though only two

Moonstone, a climber will find

tie in their anchors, rather then

are

a

having to lead climb.
The routes on Karen offer something for everyone.
Routes range from 5.8, a be-

chor. Watch out for the two
routes to the left; they have one
rusty bolt on each anchor.
To the left of Karen rock
are more climbs that have anchors attached. Eric Leonhard,

ich,
to
ocand
ast
be‘or-

ia
theedu

ginner

route,

the

message

is

ee cima

to

5.13,

for

ex-

perts.
Some
include
places
for climbers to try out their
Traditional gear, also known as
Trad. These are cams and bolts
a climber temporarily sets into’
small cracks in the rock
There is even opportunity

It

ayy

Op

will

be

We es

needed

Carpenters’

to

set

the

are

good

a solid

partner,

an-

rec-

Skyhook. A dyno is a giant
lunge from one hold to the
next. The dyno in particular
is fun because it launches the
climber from crimpers (small
holds) up to jugs (a giant hold
a climber can put their hand
into).
“Karen’s crack route is great
for beginners. Although it is
tall, it has really big hand holds
that are easy to identify,” said
Nathan Knudsen, a Redding
resident who has been climbing for two years. He and his

a

dyno

move

nicknamed

i

“te
ie
t

farthest

ommends the 5.9 routes on
Pyramid Boulder. Like Karen,
the anchor is easy to get to and
the route is challenging. It has
an easy rating, but it is on a flat
surface so a climber has to pick
their holds wisely. To succeed
on Pyramid, “find every hook
where fingers are going to fit,”
said Leonhard. He said climbers should bring a tarp for their
rope, to prevent wear and tear
from sand.
Other rocks around Pyramid
offer more opportunity for experienced climbers. There is a
challenging 5.11d lead route on
a boulder hidden in the bushes
behind Pyramid.
The Moonstone sand is littered with other, smaller boul-

for

ita
a
yee
ten
ia
:

ce
Nathan Knudsen, a climber for two years, climbs up the Karen crack route at Moonstone. | Mary Pero

good

amount

of

beginner

routes as well as intermediate
climbing. Knudson said his advice for climbers at Moonstone
is, “get a [crash] pad instead of
a rope because you'll love the
boulder routes here.”
One
negative
aspect
to
Moonstone is the “annoying
flies,’ Leonhard said. At the
beginning of August, flies begin to swarm the beach. Sitting
on a hot day, a climber will find
them all about.
They don’t seem to keep
climbers away. When the sun
shines and the rock is dry,
ropes will surround Karen. It
is almost as if people are tying
down the rock. Nevertheless,
people do not seem to mind
the crowds. Instead, they share
ropes and shout words of encouragement to fellow climbers.

friends are visiting Moonstone

ders that do not require ropes
and use a different rating system. There are ‘more than 20
routes to be climbed, and all
have clear, ‘ sandy \ landings.
g This
is perfect for crash pads and

[for Additional Information
:
Wea
Bigfoot Country Climbing ‘
y Paul Humphrey and Eric

time.
little

spotters, which are both necessary for safe climbing without

hemello
ttp://www.mountainpro-

Rous

ene

ne we SAB IGD

takes a big gasp ae smiles.
The best part is it is right
on the beach,” Knudsen said,

MO BER

pt

Boulder routes in the U nited
States range from VO to V16,
with VO being the easiest. At

HSU

Students

Preventive

and

Restorative Care
20%

Student Discount
for

Initial Exams and X-Rays

Need
Jason

T.

Something

to Smile

Stuan,

Russell

D.D.S.

950

I Street

¢ Arcata

thejack@humbolat.edu

- Tires
- Smog
- Brake & Lamp
Inspections

- Engine, Transmission

each/105882032
a

D.D.S.

¢ 822-0525

8:00am
- 5:30pm

ject.com/v/moonstone.

About?

L. Davis,

OPEN
MONDAY - FRIDAY

Mary Pero may be contacted at

because it is an escape from
the heat. “The best way up the
route is on the left,” he said.
Knudsen
relaxes
on
the
beach, belaying his friend who
is climbing for the first
His friend, although
a

& Differential Repair
- Tune-ups

ills

- Oil & Filter Services
- Brakes, Suspension

ie

a

Sports
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hind

a

CLIMBING

& Alignment
- Air Conditioning

JARGON

707

& Heating

822. i ak

Call us anytime!

- Computer Diagnostics
1903 HEINDON RD. - ARCATA
(Exit Giuntoli-West, Next to Toni’s Restaurant)

dyno:
lunge

a dynamic body
from one hand-

hold to the next

belay: a technique of
putting
friction on
climbing rope using a
belay device, so that a

Mitatsi¢

climber does not fall far
anchor:

any way of at-

taching aclimber’s rope
to the rock surface;
usually
accomplished
by a bolt in the rock
crash pad: an extra-

stiff, mattress-like

pad

pacificoutfittersicom

that softens a climber’s

fall; used in bouldering
spotter: a friend who
watches the climber,
and can
help. break
their fall onto the crash
pad

Go

Eric Leonhard belays his partner at Moonstone Beach as he braces
himself against the Karen Crack route. | Mary Pero
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CHANCELLOR REED’S APPEARANCE TODAY
In fact, students are now paying 29%, or $1,242 more than last year.

*Since 1998, CSU Execs/Campus Presidents’ salaries increased by 71%, while faculty salaries only increased 27%. This year
alone, Charlie Reed gave $100,000 raise to the new President of San Diego State, making the President’s salary almost equal to
Reed’s $451,000 a year salary.
}

°607 salary raises (worth $6.5 million) were awarded in the last two years to administrators while, 10,000 courses were cut, and

To take action and get involved, please go to http://www.calfac.org/take-action-0,

or contact CFA-HSU Chapter, at union@humboldt.edu

-_<_-—-,_,
~*~ ==
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*Reed will leave a legacy of turning CSU into a quasi-private university in the place of what was once the country’s largest
4-year public university system .
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over 2,500 faculty lost work.

|
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¢Student Fees have increased 283% since 2002!
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Features
Big cast, big talent:

Campus
Weekly

‘Fat Pig’ challe nges beauty norms on stage

Constitution Day Quiz Bow!
BSS 166
Friday, September 23
2 - 3:30 p.m.

Gist Hall Theatre
Sept. 22-24
7:30pm

Come see the Political
Science and History
departments compete in

Sept. 25
2 p.m. matinee

honor of Constitution Day,
when students and faculty will
face off in an epic battle of
Constitution trivia knowledge.

$10 general admission
$8 for students

Come cheer on your favorites
and celebrate Constitution
Day for FREE! Refreshments will
be served.

Limited free seating for
HSU students.

Voodoo Glow Skulls with
Killbot Factory and Pressure

Beat Sound System

Colleen Lacy and Kyle Ryan share a
meal in the first act of ‘Fat Pig’ during
a dress rehearsal. | Angela Tsai

The Depot

Friday, September 23
9 p.m.

$15 General, $10 Student
Formed in 1988, Voodoo Glow
Skulls mesh hardcore punk,

traditional ska, tough guitar
riffs and the Mexican music
of their roots to create the
prototype for the West Coast
ska-core sound. Local ska
combo Killbot Factory and DJs
Pressure Beat Sound System
open the show.

The 45th Annual Humboldt Film
Festival Presents: Reel Nights
Van Duzer Theatre
Sunday, September 25
2 - 3:30 p.m.
Movie screenings of Sin
Nombre and Amores Perros.
FREE with donatoins welcome.

Drop-in Kickball
Student Recreation Center
Monday, September 26
6:55 - 9 p.m.
The Student Recreation
Center will host the first-ever

HSU drop-in kickball games.
Rules will be similar to grade
school.
Faculty and Staff Brown Bag
Research Forum

SBS 405
Tuesday, September 27
Noon - 1 p.m.
Bring your lunch and join
the faculty and staff for

an interactive discussion
regarding your research
goals and ideas! Drinks, chips,
cookies and the like will be
provided for FREE!

Faculty and Staff Brown Bag
Research Forum
SBS 405
Wednesday, September 28
Noon - 1 p.m.
Did you miss Tuesday again?
There's still another chance to
bring your lunch and sit down
with the faculty and staff of
the university.
Buddy Guy
Van Duzer Theatre
Wednesday, September 28
8 p.m.
Buddy Guy is a true
blues legend with a list of
accomplishments as profound
as his signature guitar sound.
A multiple Grammy Awardwinner and member of the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame,
he was a major influence on
guitar titans Jimi Hendrix, Eric

Clapton, Jeff Beck, and Stevie
Ray Vaughan. Guy has been
awarded more Blues Music
Awards than any other artist in
history.

by Sarah Geiler
They say beauty is in the eye of
the beholder, but what if the beholder has no backbone? Do we
need the approval of our friends to
fall in love and stay there? LaBute’s
plot is simple, yet bares all, exposing society’s obsession with acceptance, Fat Pig is an alluring and unconventional play by Neil LaBute,
directed by Michael Thomas and
produced by the Department of
Theatre, Film and Dance.

I was skeptical at first. I'd never
heard of an overweight romantic female lead, but my skepticism
soon faded as I was completely entranced by this fresh new take on
love.

Helen (Colleen Lacy) meets
Tom (Kyle Ryan) in a cafeteria.
They get to talking which leads
to dating and eventually they fall
head-over-heels in love with one
another.
Without giving too much away,
Tom and Helen’s love grows as do
the obstacles they face as an unusual couple in a superficial society.
Both Tom and Helen deal with internal conflicts. Tom needs to muster the strength to come to terms
with his relationship with Helen.
The audience repeatedly questions
whether Tom will follow his heart
or succumb to his shallow friends

and their superficial beliefs. Helen
needs to suppress her self-deprecating jokes about her weight and
own up to who she is as a plus-size
woman.
After

the play,

| spoke

to Col-

leen Lacy about her character Helen. It was clear Lacy understood all
the complexities of her character.
I asked her what her favorite part
of

playing

Helen

was.

She

said,

“This was the first time I was able
to play a romantic lead because of
my size.
While perched mid-row center,
I was entranced by the cast’s chemistry and fluid interaction between
one

another.

Brandon

McDaniel,

who plays Tom’s closest friend
Carter, mastered -his character’s
brash, witty banter. It isn’t until a
few scenes into the play that we
see Carter has more

layers to his

personality, An example is a scene
where Carter is in Tom’s office and
reveals his strong distaste for fat,

crippled and old people.
“Come on, be honest! The
thing they represent that’s so scary
is what we could be, how vulnerable we all are ... we’re all just one

step from being what frightens us
. what we despise ... so. . we
despise it when we see it in anybody

else,’

said

Carter

to

Tom.

When Carter said this, it was a real
turning point in the story. This line

Kyle Ryan (right) runs through lines during the dress rehearsal for ‘Fat Pig’ with
fellow actor Brandon McDaniel (left). | Angela Tsai

ence focused on the most important part: the actors.
Director Michael Thomas said,
“It’s not a complicated play, but it
has powerful message. It’s a play

is loathsome but truthful. It’s just
one of many examples of LaBute’s
writing style: dark and controver-

sial,
Jeannie (Danielle Cichon), who

also pestered Tom with her superficial

beliefs,

was

exceptional

that everyone can enjoy.”

With

at

emulating the jealous ex.
The set was well designed. It
provided all the props to set each
scene, However, the set design was
not overdone, keeping the audi-

Johnson said.

On Sept. 22 and 23, Humboldt
State University will have its first
Traditional Ecological Knowledge
Symposium. The program blends
concepts of western science with
the traditional beliefs of native

populations. “Each has its values
and limitations, but with both we
will be closer to better respectful

management

of

resources,”

Johnson said.
There are numerous definitions
of “traditional ecological knowledge” Johnson explained. “It is

living beings and their environment over the many generations
that details extensive observations
and species,” he said. It is the cumulative knowledge acquired by
a population over generations of

experience. Johnson said that this
type of knowledge is not exclusive
to Native Americans, but much of
the related research comes from
native groups.
It is about more than just edu-

cating the students, said Johnson.
He said the program will be “teaching faculty, staff, local people in the
field, everyday people and myself.”

her professors gave examples such

Native

as the protection of pilot whales.
Johnson agreed whales benefit
from traditional ecological knowledge, because data helps maintain
their population. He said there will
be a representative from Alaska to
talk about the program.
The symposium is not limited
to wildlife majors. “Native knowledge in regard to plant processing
through natural means has really
made an impact on broadening the
scientific interpretation environ-

ideologies

thejack@humboldt.edu

HSU

classes. She

said

Mary Pero may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

Sept. 22 - 23
Black Box Theatre
9 a.m. - noon
Native American
Forum
Noon - 4 p.m.

School/Supplies=

is putting on the program.

come annual.
“It will be a feally

interest-

concepts of western science and

her biology

American

them both.

|

Johnson, Morata and Snyeers all
said they believe this event will be-

of

Native

will be able to weigh and discuss

she is surprised this is the first time

ent backgrounds,” Snyeers said.
She said students can learn about

said

at

so students

the CSU system. The program is

be-

HSU,

major

Symposium

designed for Native American,
Alaska-Native — and
NativeHawaiian students pursuing degrees through the natural resources
and sciences department. “There
should be ethno-biology, if there is
ethno-botany,’ Morata said. HSU
has a large natutal resource department and is tenowned for its
Native American studies, She said

liefs ate interwoven within most

wildlife

Knowledge

These

will be represented
symposium,

Traditional Ecological

dent Courtney Snyeers said.
HSU’s Indian Natural Resource,
Science and Engineering Program
is the only program of its kind in

ing perspective from two differ-

Morata,

the same

beliefs.

7th & Arcata

822-0321

about

Sarah Geiler may be contacted at

mental policies,” anthropology stu-

at

Liz

American

acts running

see,

Traditional ecological knowledge
by Mary Pero
“We should be a leader of
conserving
resources.
We
are
Humboldt
State,”
Wildlife
Management Professor Matthew

two

two hours total, Fat Pig is a must-

SthA
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6328
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Still something to teach at 98
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Open Daily for Lunch
Thursday Sept. 22nd

by Marie F. Estrada
Excluded from a biology field

Zumba

trip

5:30pm - $6

ATC) zn

Comieee
e out

eee

Beer & Buffet feat.

of

their

gender,

a

small group of young women was
left behind in the Humboldt State
biology lab to practice their taxidermy skills on an owl specimen.
Valeria Van Zanten was one of
those women.
Van Zanten recalled the owl
“looked more like a seagull when we
were through with it.” The 98-yearold Humboldt State alumna’s laugh
emanated from the phone as she
recalled “one especially agile young

Saturday Sept. 24th

Six Rivers Brewery 6:30pm - $25
Come and join us in what has quickly become a
monthly tradition in the celebration of Beer! This
month it will be serving classic and exclusive

because

Pol

pays

seasonal Microbrews from Six Rivers Brewery! We | S480) ERS

will be pairing these delicious brews with a three
course meal of our delicious food!

woman” hiding the owl atop the

New)Daily{Specials!

shelving of the lab for others to
discover at a later time.
On Aug, 19, 2013 the Klamath,
Tuesday
Wednesday
Oty
Calif. native will celebrate her 100th
Monday Night
Taster Tuesdays Wing Wednesday Thirsty Thursdays
birthday, the same year Humboldt
Football - Buy a 10 tasters for $8 2ibs. Only $15.59 $2 off Any Pitcher!
State University will reach its cenPitcher of P.B.R.
tennial.
Van Zanten began her educasmall basket of
|
tion at HSU in 1930 at the age of
Football Fries!
Student Saturdays Get %10
Happy Sundays
16, just after the start of the Great
(only during game) — off with your Student ID
Happy Hour All Day!
Depression. “It was depression
time, and we didn’t have very much
money. I was very lucky to be able
to go to school,” she said.
While in school, Van Zanten
and a friend from high school
lived in an off-campus apartment
‘in Arcata for about $17 dollars per
month,
“We had to walk up the hill to
school and everyday I would think
‘my back is going to be forever
FOO DFANDED RINK
curved!’ because in those days we
didn’t carry backpacks around,”
Mustache Par-TAY
Van Zanten said.
(That's night » Start growing now!)
While the teachers often inCorner of LK Wood and California Ave,
sisted the two live on campus, the
situation was simply beyond their
CUTALONG
.°2"4

of

ser

www.HumBrews.com

Jo nfalttag
DOTTED LINE
‘

©

®e,ce0?

September
ee

feo,

24th

budget.

2-8 pm

“T recall attending HSU for a
little over $25 dollars per month,”
Van Zanten said. “I’m sure it’s only
become much more expensive.”
Van Zanten graduated with her

by
|
oth.
mend Hpeoy,

Valeria Van Zanten and her begonia garden. | Alyssa Alvarez

farmers and the only white child in
her elementary school. All of the
other students were members of
the Yurok tribe.
“I was the only white child in
the classroom,” Van Zanten said.
“T wasn’t very popular until later
on. I guess they figured I was there
to stay.”

Van Zanten met her life-long
friend Evelyn Matchman in the
seventh grade.
How

Bachelor of Arts on May 25, 1934.
="

Zeal or ontsates
Ras adive ¢

eee

Within two years, she taught her
first solo class at Klamath Union
School.

*seescees®

“live music. entertainment.

Creative

has Van

Zanen

managed

to stay so youthful? “My brother says that it’s due to our good
Swiss peasant genes,” she said. Van

“Nearly all adults remember particular

beer garden.

educators who changed their lives and

helped them become who they are.”
-Delta Kappa Gamma Society

International

WANT TO LEARN TO
BLOW
GLASS?
It’s not as hard as you might think

"36. He fondly recounts memories
of the woman he still visits annu-

Zanten’s siblings are 94 and 90
years old.
“T’ve always loved fruit. We
had a big orchard and there were
many varieties of apples and pears
and cherries, so we would just go
tight out and pick them,” said Van
Zanten, whose mother also had a
vegetable garden in their backyard.
On a surprise visit from her
home in Redding, Calif, Van
Zanten’s daughter, Maurya Smith,
spoke avidly of her mother and her
incredible life.
“Mother is frequently visited
by former students and their families because she’s taught them all,”
Smith said. “She’s a very dedicated

ally.

friend, and

At the time, many schools in the

Terwah District had a “no marrying” policy. They would fire young
women that married while working
for the district. Van Zanten “made

the mistake” of getting married to
her first husband Lawrence Damm

and was fired after three years at
Glasshouse has everything you need to learn:

GLASS HOUSI
TUSTIN
laa sy

the school.
After the war started, schools
hired more women because of the

Glass - Torches - Tools - Kilns

Eye Wear - Books - DVD's

draft and Van Zanten’s teaching career at Klamath Union resumed.

Ukiah resident Jim Fisher, 86,
is one of Van Zanten’s former stu-

Glass Gifts Under $20
Giuntoli

Lane

Suite B Arcata
(707) 822-1374

er Od
WaGHIM

TY

item

Country
Cuintoly

Ti

Store

on

Fisher recalled one day when

We Now Repair Broken Glass

*ROOR
*PURE
*PHX
*BROKEN
GLASS-ON-GLASS

bane

Vy

Van

Zanten

said. “To think that from the little
farm and little school that I would
one day stand at its base was just
incredible to me,” said Van Zanten.

At 98, Van Zanten now resides
in Crescent City where she is much
closer to her doctors and “the
shopping,” as she put it.
Every
week,
Van
Zanten
carpools with a friend to their
Thursday
night Pinochle — club
meetings in Klamath. The “Moon
shooters”

started in 1974

just af-

ter her retirement. Van Zanten has
been playing every Thursday ever
since,
Van Zanten’s life is filled with
many accomplishments. Her most
recent was in April, when she was
recognized for 50 years of membership in the Zeta Lota Chapter of
the Delta Kappa Gamma Society
International, an international society for key women educators.
Van Zanten’s positive influence
on her students, kindness and generosity were all key factors in the
presentation of the award. “T knew
from the very first day I went to
school that I wanted to be a teacher,” Van Zanten said. “Fortunately,
I was able to go to school.”
As quoted from the letter of
achievement addressed to Van
Zanten, “Nearly all adults remember particular educators who

changed

their

lives

and

helped

them become who they are.” Van
Zanten took the trip to Sacramento
to accept the award on April 30.
On the subject of HSU’s expansion since her time as a student, Van

Zanten said the school is “too big
for [het] now.” “I wouldn’t know
where I was except for Founders*
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and only drank for social occa-

Crescent City,” she said.

Age

“Snow

sions. I think that has a lot to do
with it,” Smith said.
Van Zanten retired in 1973 at

“T feel I’ve had a very good life
except for losing my husband so
young,” Van Zanten said. “I had

Pap

the age of 60 to follow her late
husband’s advice and have enough

experiences. I couldn’t have done it

White

“That’s

and

the

Seven

how

she

a cateet I enjoyed and many travel
without Humboldt State.”

Van Zanten said she looks forward to the celebrations for the

tom

‘
and
arm
ger
late:
his |
how

With

Fisher said, “always willing to go

became

2013 double birthday of HSU and

the

out of her way

others

She has been to Israel, Damascus,

her lifetime.

Iw

is the eldest of

Syria, Palestine and Peru. She has
also traveled to Europe four times.

=>

Van

just

time to do whatever she wanted
and enjoyed.

Hall. It’s almost the population of

was,”

happy.”
Y

Picchu,”

to attend the premier of Disney’s

movie.

Your Favorite Piece)

Machu

he and three other students, eager

ranged for the five of them to drive
down to Eureka, Calif. and see the

(Don't Give Up On

I think that also con-

by

tributes to her wonderful health.”
“She was also never a smoker

Dwarfs,” asked Van Zanten to take
them on an outing,
That Saturday Van Zanten ar-

LX

1264

dents from the sixth grade class of

fant
ar
Cre:
the
enc

to make

Zanten

three children born to Swiss dairy
¥

\

that

time,

Van

Zanten

a well-seasoned

traveler.

“All of my life, I was fascinated
¢
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Marie F. Estrada may be contacted
at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Muggles soar through | English with help of Harry Potter
Winter said she stands by the notion the books carry enough weight
to be in an English course.
“The class really brings out
ideas about the series which no
individual could ever accumulate

Despite opposition from some at HSU, Laurie Winter still has her hands full assisting her packed classroom during
essay reviews for her Harry Potter centered English 100 class. | Stephanie Giles

times hears rumors and negative
feedback regarding the HarryPotter-themed
English
course
she teaches at Humboldt State
University.

major, said the Harry Potter series

connection

said.

Scheeler, the teaching assistant for
the course, said J.K. Rowling’s seven-part, bestselling series deserves

a place in a university classroom.
The structure of the course revolves around discussion and essays. Every day the class meets and

a short paper is due. Throughout
the semester, students turn in drafts

of three research papers. The final
paper explores Harry Potter as it
relates to the real world. Scheeler
wrote her final paper on the fan
base of the books and how the
series has created a “Harry Potter
nation” around the world with its
own language, music, food, sport,
holidays and traditional dress.
Other themes students researched
are World War II allusions or the

ae

ment that the theme of the entire

Noriega, a sophomore psychology

-Vicente Payan-Noriega, sophomore |
psychology major

Potter class,” Winter said. Heather

ee

“Every day there ate arguments
and raised hands that lead to the
revelation of something we had
never noticed before.”
Present within each discussion is character analysis. Luna
Lovegood is Scheeler’s favorite
character because she’s a mix of intelligence, cleverness, bravery, and
awkwardness all at the same time.
“She isn’t the usual gorgeous,
talented model feminine role mod-

opened him up to reading in ways
other books failed to do. He said
Winter’s class is his favorite so far.
“The course is important because it allows students the opportunity to take a required class
while studying and writing about a
series that means so much to those
of us who grew up reading them,”
Payan-Noriega said.
Winter defended the literary
merit of the series and explained
that today’s college students grew
up on Harry Potter and “disregarding the books as academically
weak or without value seems to be
a missed opportunity for a ready

series that means so much...

thrilled that I am teaching a Harry

eo

Scheeler

Rowling’s

Payan-Noriega found his favorite character in Dobby, a houseelf, for his bravery and loyalty to
friends. Winter said the complexities of Severus Snape’s character
make him her favorite.
The Harry Potter series created
lasting memories for Winter, both
as a teacher and a mother. Winter
began reading the series when it
started in the late 1990s. She said
her favorite memory is of reading them to her sons. Scheeler said
her favorite memories were of the
midnight releases at bookstores.
“T love that I was reading and loving the books as they were coming
out, rather than discovering them
after they were all published and
on shelves,” Scheeler said. “There’s
something invigorating about midnight releases.”
“T’ve never seen so many people
so passionately interested in a series as Harry Potter fans,” Scheeler

“Not everyone on’ campus is

role of church
and beyond.
Scheeler,

within

a senior

Hogwarts
cultural

an-

thropology major, took the course
last semester. This is the third
semester the class has been offered and Winter has been its only
teacher. “It’s kind of her baby,”
Scheeler said. “It was a trial to get
the English department to allow it
to be taught, so it’s great that it’s
still going strong,”
Recent students of the class
agree that Harry Potter is a legitimate college topic that deserves
a

spot

at

HSU.

Vicente

Payan-

with

this population.”

how that fed into her creation of
Dementors,”

son to see the best in themselves,”
Scheeler said. “Plus, she’s hilarious.”

»

discuss Rowling’s depression and
also discuss

gives a different set of girls a rea-

“The course is important because it allows
students the opportunity to take a required
class while studying and writing about a

Laurie Winter said she some-

The English course takes a critical approach to analyzing and understanding Rowling’s work. “We

on his or her own,” Scheeler said.

el and because of that, I think she

by Colleen Chalmers

13

said.

“We

announce-

series is death, which is not some-

thing a kid’s book series would be
themed around.”
Analyzing themes such as death,
loyalty,

friendship,

transformation

and good versus evil comprises
much of the course. As the class
moves throughout the semester,
the class talks about sociopolitical
themes like corruption, government

control,

racism,

classism,

gender identity and disenfranchisement that are layered within the
books themselves, A character that
propels many of these discussions
is Voldemort. Payan-Noriega said
Voldemort’s cruelty can all be rooted in his lack of family, identity and
acceptance growing up, and that
those factors are what caused him
to become evil.

Scheeler

believes

Voldemort

is not evil just for the sake of be-

ing evil. “He is evil because he is a
sociopath and was allowed to continue as such without regulation or
proper care,’ she said. “However,
Rowling also based Voldemort and
the Death Eaters strongly off of
Hitler and the Nazis, so there could

be pure evil there.” Payan-Noriega
said Voldemort represents the beginning and the reason for Harry
to continue on with his adventure.
“This isn’t just some _ silly
class based on a children’s book,”
Scheeler said. “I think the series
stopped being a children’s book as
soon as the first body dropped.”
Colleen Chalmers may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu

Medieval mayhem
by Katherine Leonard

Medieval history collides with
fantastic reenactment if you are
a member of the Society for
Creative Anachronism. Here in
the West Kingdom you can experience the real culture of the Middle
Ages. The West Kingdom includes
Northern and Central California,
Northern.

Nevada,

Alaska, Japan,

South. Korea and Guam.
The SCA started in 1966 at UC
Berkeley. The idea for the society
sprung from a big, outdoor party
hosted by a group of history buffs
and sci-fi fantasy fans. The invitations summoned people to join
a tournament for “all knights to
defend, in single combat, the title
of ‘fairest’ for their ladies.” People
loved it so much they wished for
another

tournament,

but

had

to

reserve a public park for the gathering, Since recreating the Middle
Ages in 20th-century Berkeley
was an anachronism—something
outside its proper time—and because

creativity

was

the

goal,

spur-of-the-moment
name
was
created: The Society for Creative
Anachronism.
Members now span multiple
countries, with over 19 designated
kingdoms.
Within
those king-

doms are principalities. The one in
Humboldt county is called “The
Marches.” Within those _ principalities are smaller chapters like
Baronies, Shires and Cantons. The
group of HSU students participating in the society resides in the
Barony of Allyshia. The group calls
itself the College of St. Brendan.
This

fantastic

world,

where

any medieval thing can happen, is

called the “known” world. Outside
of that you have the “mundane”
world, the real world, where mem-

bers combine history and mytho-

logical creativity. The society participates

in

tournaments,

events

and classtoom workshops

in an

effort to recreate the combat, cus-

toms and courtesies of the Middle
Ages.

Society
member
John
Papadopoulos joined two years ago
and said he likes it. Wearing metal
armor on his forearms, he was eager to learn the next lesson at the

latest meeting, Clunking down in
his chair, Papadopoulos listened to
e

how to make his own coat of arms,

the focus of the meeting, “I think
I want to use a crescent moon,”
Papadopoulos said. Papadopoulos
was just one of many who learned
about designing and creating one’s

own shield. This is an integral part
of being a member that defines
who you are. However, it is not as
simple as choosing symbols and
colors, It is a complex screening
process that occurs online.
The screening process goes
through a series of registrations in
both the “known” and “mundane”
worlds so that members’ shields
do not resemble one another or
shields of real families from medieval times. Once members choose
an area of the world, a time period
and a medieval name, they register
their coat of arms and use it to represent themselves on the fields of
battle.
“Fighting in the SCA is not
like fighting in [a live action roleplaying gamel],”’ Sean DeGeorge
said. If you like hitting people
with sticks, this is a realm where
you can legally do it. In live action
role-playing games, people strike
their opponents with Styrofoamcovered ends of sticks. In Society
for Creative Anachronism fighting,
swordsmen wield a rattan stick,
which, DeGeorge said, is basically
bamboo with tighter fibers to avoid
splitting. “In actuality,” DeGeorge
said, “the SCA more closely resembles Renaissance Faire. However,
RenFaire is more fantasy-based
than historical. LARP is pretty
much all fantasy.”
It is the fusion of history
and fantasy that entertains many
members. When Club President
Becky Springer and vice president
Rhianon Radtkey were asked what
they liked most about the club,
they said in unison: “Learning!”
Members appreciate each others’
insights into things like calligraphy,
illumination, basketry, weaving,
woodworking, armory and costuming because the constant growth of
creativity in the “known” world is
collectively developed.
« The society’s ideals are very
community based. They thrive off
of the willingness to teach, learn
and exemplify. They gather togethet hoping medieval culture will be
vividly reenacted.

You can find members of the
Society for Creative Anachronism
of the College of St. Brendan in
Nelson Hall East on Tuesdays
from 6-8 p.m. To find out more,

visit SCA.org, westkingdom.org or
visit their Facebook page.
Katherine Leonard may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt.edu

Students discuss upcoming events at an officer’s meeting for the Redwood Chapter of Environmental Educators and
Interpreters at HSU on Sept. 13. | David Percival

Building rangers out of scholars

Club helps student prepare for careers in the field
by David Percival
Stroll

past

room

210

of

Natural Resources building
Friday afternoon and you
overhear a lively discussion
kids and fire. It’s just another

the

on a
might
about
meet-

es aimed at elementary school kids.
Cory

Olsen,

environmental

management and protection senior
and

club

co-president,

connect people—patticularly children—with nature through ° stu-

ed in last year’s Talk About Trees
event in Eureka.
“It’s a real eye-opener for the
kids to see ‘Wow, a lot of my world
does come from trees and if we
manage it responsibly there is no
reason we can’t have all these awesome tree products and a healthy

dent-led workshops

forest,’ Olsen said.

ing of

the

Redwood

Environmental

Chapter

Educators

of

— and

Interpreters club.

Founded on the

Humboldt State

campus in 1995, the club strives to

and activities,

all the while preparing students for

Club

members

also

attend

careers in related fields. This week,

workshops held through organiza-

they
the
and
role
tem.

tions like the National Association
of Interpretation. At these workshops HSU students can network
with potential employers, meet fellow student interpreters and even
secure summer jobs.
For Robinson, that summer job
was in the Glacier Bay National
Park in Alaska.
“Because of that conference, I
got to be a park ranger in one of
the most beautiful places in the
world,’ Robinson said. “So these

discussed plans to work with
Bureau of Land Management
educate school children on the
of fire in the natural ecosys-

Jennifer

Robinson,

environ-

mental management and _protection senior and club co-president,

spoke passionately about the group
and its goals.
“The understanding of the
importance of our natural environment is quickly disappearing

Fridays, Noon-1

p.m.

participat-

Natural Resources 210

Email:
interp@humboldt.edu
preparing these activities.
“T bring in snacks and games
and remind everyone why we're doing this stressful part of our job,”
said Bondurant, an environmental

management and protection major.
“It’s because in the end, it’s really

fun.”
Jenn Tarlton, faculty advisor for
the club, said the club is a valuable

way to lay out the foundations fora
career in environmental education

and interpretation.
“Schooling is one part of your
overall education and if you leave
the university setting with just your

degree and no experience to back
it up, I think you’re at a deficit in

for

conferences and workshops that
we go to actually get us out there

the working world by giving them
opportunities in environmental ed-

into the workforce.”
At the start of every club meet-

activities allow students a venue to
get out and get some real experi-

ing, members play an ice-breaker

ence.”

in today’s world,” Robinson said.
“Our

club prepates

students

ucation and intetpretation.”

The club gives students the op-

portunity to collaborate on events
like Talk About Trees, a presentation on sustainable forestry practic-

a way,’ Tarlton said. “TI think club

game to calm any nerves stressed by

event planning. As the Morale and
Fun chairperson, Rose Bondurant
has the exclusive responsibility of

————S___=_=[{_{_{"{{{={={={==

David Percival may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu
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Juergen Rebstock M.D.

Behind the Scenes
by Angela Tsai

Medical Cannabis Consultations

After

a long

day

at work,

many

workers are ready to battle traffic and

get home quickly. However, for HSU
custodians, work is just starting. From
Monday through Friday, they start at

5 p.m. and end around 1 or 2 a.m. The
Lumberjack gets to know these underap-

preciated staff members.
\

eae

David Burley

1703C Giuntoli Lane, Arcata, CA 95521

(707) 822-3200

How long have’you been a custodi-

Optional 24/7 Online Verification

Old Growth
Local Art Emporium

Vomit on a theater chair

Smoke shop
Glass locally made

an?
‘Three years
What did you do before becoming a
custodian:
Loaded logs for 30 years
Where do you clean?
Gist Hall
What do you eat for dinner?
A sandwich or frozen dinner
Most disgusting sight at work?

by “Per”

T-shirts

Most interesting
work?

thing

found

gar
visi

Ca

sur
mi
up
wha
cuts
cuts

at

-

Ege-cuber at the nursing lab

Best part about work?

Api

Getting to talk to people

cau

Jewelry
Locally made

die

desi

art

Amy Davies

Stickers
Other fun stuff

How long have you been a custodian?

rime

live years

What did you do before becoming a
custodian:

1806 4th Street (101 South)

Restaurant, gas station jobs and house
cleaning

9 Minutes south of campus
inside Old Growth Tattoo

Where do you clean?
The art building
What do you eat for dinner?

Eureka, CA

Sandwich, salad or soda

Most disgusting sight at work?
“Poo bandit” written in poop on walls

(707)476-8282
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Advice for students and faculty?
Learn to use trashcans and recycle bins
Best part about work?
;
Developing relationships with students
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Amy Davis in Art Building | Angela Tsai
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Innistrad - New Set PreRelease this Sunday at Noon
CALL 826-1228 to make a reservation!

Dan Adams

of

ae long have you been a custodian?
years
What did you do before becoming a custodian?

ing

Sawyer on and off for a total of 13 years

lies.

Plugged up toilets in men’s restroom where people poop on top of other people’s feces

1075

K Street * Arcata * 826-1228

nugamesonline@gmail.com

* nugamesonline.com

tf

tood

Where do you clean?
Virst floor of Founders Hall
Most disgusting sight at work?
Weekly Friday Night Magic Draft at 7PM
Sanctioned Events everyday at 6 if enough people attend

di

peop

lis

Most interesting thing found at work?

Gratfiti in a toilet bowl

Interesting thing observed at work?
Men don’t wash hands as often as women do.
Advice for students and faculty?
Bring sanitary wipes and clean the tabletops just to be on the safe side.
Best part about your work?
There's always something to do and getting to meet with interesting students and pro-
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Chuck Mayville
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How long have you been
a custodian? 30 years; |

1-801

started on Jan, 12, 1981.

What did you do before
becoming a custodian?
Art

major

at

HSU;

Hou

(M-T

I also

and

subbed
at Arcata
and
Mckinleyville high schools
for 3 years while working as

and

Where do you clean?

OR
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a custodian at HSU.

The theater building
Van Duzer theater
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Best part about work?
Talking to people at the
college.
Chuck Mayville in Theater Arts building. | Angela Tsai
‘
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later, it happened again.

CASH
¥

and

What do you eat for dinner?
Usually what people cat at
lunch.
Most disgusting sight at
work? A giant turd the size
of a 1-pound loaf of bread
in the toilet. About a year
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Give Chancellor Reed an HSU welcome
ALARA

ove

Editorial
SASS RT ee,

Huei Dea
2

opening
and the
men in
in com-

mony

Nothing,
For all the fanfare and school spirit that
surrounded

dents during his visit. He will simply attend

of students,” he said.

the College Creek grand opening,

The problem with all this is that the
Chancellor is here now. Why wait to go
through the bureaucracy of AS and President
Richmond’s office when we have a perfect
Opportunity to let Chancellor Reed know
what we think now.
Coincidentally, the chancellor gets paid
about $400,000 a year to represent us as well.
Why not show our disdain for his policies
of raising salaries for administrators like incoming San Diego State University President
Elliot Hirshman by $100,000, but not giving
a dime more to the faculty we actually interact with on a daily basis. They do the work
while administrators like Reed, Richmond
and Hirshman reap the profits.
Why not show him due care? We are listening and we will not stand for any more
cuts to our education.
Stand up and be heard. Let’s all make
sure the chancellor knows the students noticed his slick attempt to skate through our
school without even talking to us. Show up
to the grand opening Thursday, Sept. 22 at
1:30 p.m. in the College Creek Apartments’

In other

What do the Lumberjacks’
game against Central Washington
visit of one of the most influential
California’s higher education have

a televised

football game,

you

might think HSU could muster something
up for Chancellor Charles Reed, the man
who administered $2.5 million in funding
cuts to the school and $100 million in total
cuts to CSUs,
* Oh wait, we do have something planned:
the grand opening of the College Creek
Apartments,

Yes, the ones that had to be redone because the new soccer field turned into a kiddie pool. Yes, those are the ones that were
designed by an absentee agency in the Bay
Area with no regard for the native ecology.
Yes, that opening ceremony is the reason for
the chancellor’s visit.
Never mind the obliteration of the nursing program or the heavily impacted classes
or the departments crumbling under lack of
professors and faculty.
Chancellor Reed won’t even address stu-

The Lumberjack
Submission Policy

words,

he came

for photo

ops

and smiling waves. Not to seek input from
the students or faculty. Not to learn about
what we need for a better furure. Not to
make any kind of improvement to higher education, He’s coming to see our showpieces,
not show us his support.
That might just be the reason behind
Tuesday’s demonstration in the art quad.
AS President Bryan Kelly said he doesn’t
believe student demonstrations against the
Chancellor are effective ways of getting representation in Sacramento,

Kelly might be forgetting that the
Chancellor
is
our
representation
in
Sacramento, something we hope he reminds
Reed of in his “potential one-on-one” with
him.
Kelly said he believes a more effective
way to get Sacramento to hear student voic-

es is to present a united front in December,
when the CSU faces another $100 million
cut in state funding,

He said he hopes to unite CSU student
presidents and their administrators, such as
President Richmond, to present the CSU’s
plight to Sacramento. “That would have a
way bigger impact. It also puts pressure on
Richmond, who keeps saying he’s in support

Great Hall and make sure Reed knows
are there.

Send submissions to our Opinion Editor,
Daniel Fernandez, at
LumberjackFernandez@gmail.com
Include “Attn: Opinion” in the subject line for
e-mail submissions.
Letters to the editor may not exceed 350 words.
Guest columns may not exceed 750 words.
All letters and columns may be edited for
grammar and spelling.
We reserve the right to edit profanity and
obscenity and may hold content for any reason.
New contributors may be given preference over
return contributors.

Please include your name, felephone number, city

of residence, and affiliation with

relevant campus

or community organizations.

HSU students should provide their major and
class standing.

|
|

We also welcome cartoons, spoof articles, and
other items.

All submissions
must be received

you

by 4:00 p.m.

the Friday preceding publication.
Editors may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

Food for

people

Letter to the Editor
I would
like to thank
the
Lumberjack and Daniel Fernandez

for the recently published

article

CalFresh
(formerly
food
stamp) access for students.
The article was well written and

about

creatively
barriers

to

addressed
students

accessing

many

and

of the

others

CLOSE

face

much-needed

food

‘

assistance.

Food

food bank

for Humboldt

regularly engages

for

People,

“

ENOUGH?’

a

~

the

County,

in outreach

ac-

tivities and projects designed to im~~

prove access to healthy, affordable
foods, including the promotion of
CalFresh.
The article did an excellent job
of describing the barriers so many
people must overcome before asking

for the

help

they

need

Wihy

WIT,

Ever Lirz
A FINGER

to get

food for themselves and their families.

The contact information

listed in the original article
was incorrect;
People in Arcata face fines for panhandling and loitering. See story in NEWS pg. 3 | Artwork by Omar Carter

Those wishing to apply can do

so by contacting the Department
of Health and Human Services—
Social Services Branch or Food for

Letter to the Editor

Pec ple:

Department
Human

Services

of

Health

— Social

929 Koster Street

Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 269-3590
1-800-891-8551

Hours:
(M-TH) 8:30AM to 12:00PM
1:00PM

to 5:00PM

and

Services

Branch

and

Earth to Obama: Stop the tar sands oil pipeline
Many Obama supporters, notably the millions of young people who gave such vitality to his 2008 campaign, thought they had
elected

a president

and 1:00PM to 5:00PM
OR
Food

for People

307 W. 14th Street
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 445-3166 ext. 308

Michael Canning
Community Education
& Outreach Coordinator
Food for People

take

the cli-

the second largest pool of carbon deposits

environmental and safety risks that have
not been adequately addressed by the State
Department's critically flawed Environmental

Impact
Statement.
The
Environmental
Protection Agency criticized draft reports as

pipeline! Yes he can!”

has the power

to stop it,

which means we, the people who helped elect
him and want him to follow through on his
promises, have a responsibility to ensure he
makes the right decision.
The Keystone XL would pump about
500,000

barrels

of

crude

oil a day into the

United States. The proposed route snakes
through six states: Montana, South Dakota,
Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas. The
route would also cross major waterways like
the Missouri and Yellowstone Rivers. Friends

of
Thank you,

would

in the world, behind Saudi Arabia’s oil fields.
Tar sands oil extraction is at least 20 percent more carbon intensive than the extraction process of normal crude. A devastating
740,000 acres of boreal forest, according to
a New York Times editorial, could be cut to
gain access to the tar sands. Releasing this
sequestered carbon through the combustion
of fossil fuels would, in the words of climate
scientist James Hansen, essentially be “game
over” for the earth’s climate.
1 hope by now you're asking yourself,
“What can I do to stop this pipeline from
being built?” You can start by being inspired
and motivated to take action by the 1,252
people from all 50 states who were arrested
protesting the Keystone XL pipeline. Their
message to Obama: be the environmental
leader we helped elect and make the right
decision. Tart sands actions have followed
Obama to the cities of Columbus, Raleigh
and Richmond. A group of Harvard students
greeted Obama’s 2012 campaign manager Jim

big deal and Obama

(FRI) 10:00AM to 12:00PM

who

mate change issue seriously and make the
tough choices necessary to reduce our national carbon footprint. Instead, the Obama
administration is poised to approve the construction of the Keystone XL project, a plan
to build a 1,700 mile pipeline transporting tar
sands oil from Canada to refineries in Texas.
The fate of this project is a turning point
in the question of whether North America
(and the world) will transition smoothly into
a post-fossil-fuel world and avert irreparable
harm to the ecological community. This is a

Ogallala Aquifer, an underground reservoir
that provides fresh drinking water to millions
of people and irrigation for crops grown in
the heartland. It is not a matter of “if” the
pipe will leak, but how often. The Keystone
I pipeline, for example, has leaked a dozen
times in only a year of production.
The gravest threat to ecological stability stems from the project’s contribution to
global carbon emissions. The tar sands are

the

Earth

has

documented

numerous

Messina with chants of “Obama can stop the

“inadequate” and “insufficient” in consider-

Hete at home, we can put pressure on

ing the likely risks to water safety and community health. The pipeline threatens the

the Humboldt County Democrats to pass a
resolution calling on Obama to block the tar
1

\

sands pipeline.
and

social

On

campus, environmental

justice groups

can

unite to make

a “human pipeline” and hold a mock lobbying meeting to highlight the absurdity of
this proposal. We can charter a bus down
to Oakland and post up outside Obama’s
Organize for America headquarters, telling them we will refuse to volunteer or donate to Obama’s campaign until he earns it.
Individually, you can take action by learning
more about the issue and sharing it with your
friends. Do something!
For those idealistic members of our generation who found hope in Obama’s promises to be the “climate change” president
who would promote clean alternative energy
and work to achieve a livable for us and our
children, approval of the Keystone XL pipeline would be a betrayal. The fight against
TransCanada’s proposed Keystone XL tar
sands oil pipeline is a global issue because
the effects of climate change (severe weather,
rising sea levels and crop failures) will impact
all life on this planet. As a powerful voting
block in our own right, we, the youth of our
country, must demand that President Obama
exercise his executive powers to stop this
pipeline in the name of environmental justice. Yes, Obama, we can be the generation
that frees itself from the tyranny of oil. Lead
the way.

Stevie Luther,
Environmental Management and Protection major
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Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc.
Arcata Dental Office

Events

Weekl

Campus events may be found on pg, 11 of the FEATURES section.

Thursday

Wisdom Teeth
Root Canal Treatment

Arcata Theatre Lounge
6p.m., All Ages
$15 Door, $12 Presale

9/22

Ultrasonic Cleaning
Mercury Free Fillings

Jambalaya

9 p.m., 21+, $10
Open Mic Hip Hop
hosted by Never Die

$10 Student, $7 12yr & Under

Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound

Open Mic

Emergency Care

.

Blondies
7 p.m., All Ages
FREE

Oral Conscious Sedation

Welcome back students!
New Patients
Welcome

Machinedrum with
Zanapod & Cacao
Datablend

Radical Reels

Cosmetic Bonding

Tne Red Fox Tavern

8p.m., 21+
$3

We Cater to
Cowards

(707)822.6105

PIZZA
FRIES
SALADS
BURGERS
SANDWICHES

et

Ta

Se

AND

lar

Hip Hop Dance Party e
featuring DJ Red
and DJ Just One

Beer and Buffet featuring
Six Rivers Brewery

Saturday

Humboldt Brews

9/24

6:30 p.m., All Ages
$25

MORE

The Red Fox Tavern

8p.m., 21+, $10

Best in Show

Wan -mubrdahdctet”

Arcata Theatre Lounge

7:30 p.m., Rated PG-13
$5

Sundaze with Deep
Groove Society |

Sunday

Fern Gully
Arcata Theatre Lounaes a mI
SOM, ated G..

Jambalaya
9 p.m., 21+

9/25

$5

Rehab
Soe

4650

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS?
OUT- CATER
INGDELT TRAYS

TAKE

ARCATAPIZZA.comM

- The Red Fox Tavern
9 p.m., 21+
$15

1057

H

STREET

ARCATA

Monday
HUNAN ~ CANTON ~ PEKING
SZECHUAN ~ MANDARIN ~ DIM-SUM

9/26

Monday Night Football

Monday Night Football

Arcata Theatre Lounge

Jambalaya
5 p.m., All Ages

5 p.m., All Ages, FREE with $5
food and beverage purchase

$5

Rocksteady Mondays
with Pressure Beat Sound
System

Open Mic Night
We

Humbolat Brews

have the largest

VEGETARIAN

7:30 p.m., FREE

MENU

Jambalaya
9 p.m., 21+, $2

in town!
Special

Combination

Jacob Fred Jazz
Odysse
with Peter Apfelbaum and

Tuesday

Mark Southerland on Sax.

9/27

Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the PlaAZA.......00000-

White Manna, .
Strangers Family
;
& People
es
Arcata Theatre Lounge.

Jambalaya
9 p.m., 21+, $8-10

Time, 21+, Price TBA

Will Jam for Food

761 8th Street
On the Arcata Plaza

The Red Fox Tavern
we
8 p.m., 21+
Benefit for Food for People

&,

(next to the Jacoby Store House)

Akaboom

Science Fiction

Wednesday

9/28

Call for take out orders
or reservations

Open Tuesday - Sunday
Closed on Mondays

«

PL

.

Sound

Pint and Pizza Night

Dancehall Reggae Night

Arcata Theatre Lounge
6 p.m., FREE with $5 food and
beverage purchase

Jambalaya
9 p.m., 21+

$5

0

RESTAURANT

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
8AM to Midnight
Lounge Open 8-2
On the Plaza 744 Sth Street
822-3731 Phone Orders Welcome

www.thealibi.com

Trailer Park Mondays
eins

mem
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re Yom
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VETii Carretera ea ae

ei

are INES
all
,

Tat
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P4

Srate-of-

thé

pyr eT

UP-FRONT
ESI

8am to 2pm
Buy any breakfast or lunch entree
and get one half price.

Deep Fried Dill Pickles,
Hot Wings, Bud in the Can,
Jello Shots, Oly Specials

5pm to Spm
Buy any lunch or dinner entree
and get one Half price.

Irish Pub Wednesdays

Ono Luau Thursdays

Corned Beef & Hash, Lamb Chops,
Coconut Shrimp, Chicken Katsu,
Halibut n’ Chips, Cheese Fries,
Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi Poke,
Irish Flag Shots, Guiness,
Macadamia Nut Halibut,
50 cents off Irish Whiskeys
Blue Hawaiian, Mai Tais

er
ST 751) LDoOmlnne
Saturday

Call Our Friendly & Experienced Team

826-0687
980 5th Street, Arcata

lik

TTI

24

Strix Vega

ST

OL

ar

=z=s

R Pans Mion. RN eee

Two For Tuesday

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,
Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs,

—
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WHERE’«7hs ROLLIN?

17

Classifieds

It’s hard enough to find HSU President Rollin Richmond in real life

PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED HERE

.. but can you find him in The Lumberjack?

Got something to sell?
Run a classified in the LUMBERJACK NEWSPAPER.

Cartoon Rollin is hidden somewhere in the paper. If you find

Email LJNPads@humboldt.edu or
call (707) 826-3259 for more details.

him, email the answer to thejack@humboldt.edu with the subject
“ATTN:Where’s Rollin?”

BOOKS

Winner will be picked on a lottery system and announced along with
the prize in next week’s edition.

Last Weex’s WINNER:
Jimmy Barnett

TIN CAN MAILMAN
BUYS BOOKS, including
TEXTBOOKS for cash or
trade credit. Huge selection,
open a‘ ce of 10th &
rcata

Great Air

Vagelario®
teers sy5 gar
on the P
Mon — Fri 1

You won a $5 gift certificate to Arcata Scoop. We ask that you pick

~

il

J.

up your prize in our office, located in Gist Hall 227.

tap

HUMBOLDTJUMBOLDT °*""~"

d

” CANOE

Classes

825-0922
Cornerof 10th & K
Arcata

a

|

DL

—

smeeensee ee

ANSWERS TO LAST WEEK’S PUZZLE:
EGRET, GRIEF, WOODS, ANGST, OASIS
FINAL ANSWER: REDWOOD FOREST

hay

mrataie)

B/N

COIN

New

Patients
SAVE

Special discount for Seniors,
SSI & Veterens

UW

sia

studio

Jazz
Dance

M,.W, f 9-10 A.M.
PIRST
CLASS IS FREE

—

jazz

Intermediate

DanceFit

ar
%

Weekly Sudoku

&

>

Advanced Tap

Rearrange the letters to form a word. Set aside the double underlined letters on the line below.
Rearrange those letters when all words are solved to find this week's answer! Plurals allowed, no
proper nouns though final answer may be a proper noun. Answers in the next issue.

cnet... |
) LREED
| AAKKY _

MG

Ne,

U1}

Lowest Price
Evaluations in HC

(619) 339-1135
508 | Street, Eureka
(across from HC Court House)

2
r

C RY PTO-

9/5
P U N! * by Melissa Coleman

Directions: Every letter has been

replaced by a different letter to make a
code. Figure out the code to solve the
puns! Every pun uses the same code.

What kind of paper
likes music?

How do snowmen get
around?

Why was Mrs. Stone mad at
Mr. Stone?

What did one plate say to
the other plate?

UNGGRWI GNGOU.

BODY

Specializing in Collision Repair

5

(707) 442-2258

BO ZYYD BOU CYU IUNWRZO.

Qpen from 8am -5:30pm Mon-Fri

EO!

Family Owned and operated in
rena
County nce 1973

RW RZ, ENW.

Union Labor
Force #1596

RJ YW

What should you do if
you see a spaceman?

GNUD

SHOP

651 Indianola Cutoff
Between Arcata & Eureka

YW RMKMSOJ

SHWMB

FREDS

Direct Repair es

:

L-CAR

Certified

2
:
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Spotlight

Sun shines on North Country Fair festivities
by Alyssa Alvarez
Hands and flowers dip into
colored wax, trendy feather hair
extensions

are

applied,

nity members of all
hoop to Stevie Wonder
loud speakers, and the
Samba Parade featuring

commu-

ages hula
plays over
infamous
the danc-

ers of Samba de Alegria ensues.
The North Country Fair has been
an Arcata tradition since 1974, and
around 10,000 people come from

out of the woodwork in Humboldt
County to experience this community-building event. The fair featured around

200 booths catering

to everyone’s information, craft,
food and beer needs. The celebration accompanies the Autumnal

Equinox,

marking

the

beginning

of fall.

Be
Eee
Alyssa Alvarez may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

[Top

Right]

Dressed

for

the

All

Species Ball, Lauren Oreai plays the

moose
Noble
middle,
monkey
| Yawen

tiger on

the right,

Michele

plays the dog beer in the
Aaron Noble plays a roller
on the left.
Xu.

{Top Left] Samba de Alegria dancers
start off the parade on G Street and
make a full circle around the plaza
to the stage where the Samba band
and Children of the Sun performed.
[Bottom Left] People of all ages
soaked in the sunshine and showed
off their hula-hooping talents.
[Right] The Humboldt Circus jugglers
brought up the rear of the parade.

| Alyssa Alvarez.

Walk to
Campus and
the Plaza

Discount for
HSU Families

In-Town Studios,
1,2,3,4 Bedroom
Lodging Options

HSU Alumni

Arcata's finest overnight accomodations favored by students’ families and campus visitors.
Welcome

back

student

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS

Pump up your adrenaline
with screenings of the pant!
Film Festival's mostexciting
action-sports{films’

at
TT
Sun-Thurs: noon - | lem
Fri-Sat: noon - lam
Coll 2

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
CORNER
5TH & J). ARCATA
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
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